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Abstract
Emission of greenhouse gases and their effects on climate change have become a matter of
serious concern all over the world. In addition, electricity demand is expected to increase in
the upcoming years. This growth comprises the construction of new power plants, resulting in
additional costs on the price of electricity.
Due to what is been exposed before, a new way to manage and generate electricity is needed.
Recent researches have provided the tools for modernizing the traditional electricity grid into
a smart one, which main objective is to coordinate an ever-growing number of intelligent de-
vices, each with their own objectives and value perspectives, into a resilient, secure, and ef-
ficient system. Here is were the flexibility concept plays an important role in the upcoming
energy transition, understanding flexibility as the ability to change certain previously defined
parameters in order to fit new requirements. This Master Thesis focuses on the prosumer flexi-
bility concept, quantifying his flexibility potential. This flexibility is used to minimize the total
expected costs of each prosumer individually, thus reducing their electricity bills. The method-
ology developed consists in a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) that will manage
automatically that flexibility in order to benefit the end user by minimizing its electrical bill,
where the comfort is also taken into account. The results show that it is possible to reduce
the electricity invoice by managing optimally the flexibility from loads, batteries, photovoltaic
generation and electric vehicles charging points.
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Amount of electricity charged to battery unit b ∈ B in
period t ∈ T kWh sigma_ch
σdist,b
Amount of electricity energy discharged to battery
unit b ∈ B in period t ∈ T kWh sigma_dis
σSOCt,b
Amount of electricity energy stored to battery unit b ∈
B in period t ∈ T kWh sigma_soc
ζbatteriest,b
Cost of charging batteries b ∈ B in the time horizon
t ∈ T e cost_battery
Electric Vehicle
φcht,v
Amount of electricity charged in charging point v ∈
Vv in period t ∈ T kWh phi_ev
τevi,v
Weighted average delay for charging point v ∈ Vv in
interval i ∈ Iev - tau_ev
ρevi,v
Help variable to handle positive and negative values
of τevi,v in charging point v ∈ Vv in shift interval i ∈ Iev
- rho_ev
ζEVt,v
Cost of charging EV in charging point v ∈ Vv in the
time horizon t ∈ T e cost_ev
xxii
Generation
Curtailable disconnectable
ψ
gen,d
t,g
Amount of electricity produced from generation unit
g ∈ Gd in period t ∈ T kWh psi_gen_d
δ
gen,d
t,g
Binary variable equal to 0 if generation unit g ∈ Gd is
disconnected in period t ∈ T; else 0 - delta_gen_d
ζ
generation,d
t,g
Total cost for disconnecting generation unit g ∈ Gd in
period t ∈ T e cost_generator_dis
Curtailable reducible
ψ
gen,r
t,g
Amount of electricity produced from generation unit
g ∈ Gr in period t ∈ T kWh psi_gen_r
ζ
generation,r
t,g
Total cost for reducing the power of generation unit
g ∈ Gr in period t ∈ T e cost_generator_red
Loads
Curtailable disconnectable
χload,dt,l
Amount of energy reduced from load l ∈ Ld in period
t ∈ T kWh chi_load_d
δstart,dt,l
Binary variable equal to 1 if regulation of load unit l ∈
Ld ends in the beginning of period t ∈ T; else 0 - delta_start_d
δrun,dt,l
Binary variable equal to 1 if regulation of load unit l ∈
Ld is running in period t ∈ T; else 0 - delta_run_d
δend,dt,l
Binary variable equal to 1 if regulation of load unit l ∈
Ld ends in the beginning of period t ∈ T; else 0 - delta_end_d
ζ load,dt,l Cost for disconnecting load unit l ∈ Ld in period t ∈ T e cost_load_dis
xxiii
Curtailable reducible
χload,rt,l
Amount of energy reduced from load l ∈ Lr in period
t ∈ T kWh chi_load_r
δstart,rt,l
Binary variable equal to 1 if regulation of load unit l ∈
Lr in period t ∈ T; else 0 - delta_start_r
δrun,rt,l
Binary variable equal to 1 if regulation of load unit l ∈
Lr is running in period t ∈ T; else 0 - delta_run_r
δend,rt,l
Binary variable equal to 1 if regulation of load unit l ∈
Lr ends in the beginning of period t ∈ T; else 0 - delta_end_r
ζ load,rt,l
Cost for curtailing reducible load unit l ∈ Lr in period
t ∈ T e cost_load_red
Shiftable profile
γi,l,n
Binary variable equal to 1 if consumption for load unit
l ∈ Lp is shifted n periods for load shift interval i ∈ Ip;
else 0
- gamma
ω
loadp
t,l
Amount of electricity consumed from load unit l ∈ Lp
in period t ∈ T kWh omega_load_p
Shiftable volume
ωload,vt,l
Amount of electricity consumed from load unit l ∈ Lv
in period t ∈ T kWh omega_load_v
ρloadi,l
Help variable to handle positive and negative values
of τload,vi,l in load l ∈ Lv in shift interval i ∈ Iv
- rho_load
τloadi,l
Weighted average delay for shiftable volume load unit
l ∈ Lv in interval i ∈ Iv - tau_load
xxiv
Prosumer
χ
buy
t Amount of electricity bought in period t ∈ T kWh chi_buy
χsellt Amount of electricity sold in period t ∈ T kWh chi_sell
δ
buy
t
Binary variable that is set to 1 if site is import-
ing/buying electricity from the grid in period t ∈ T - delta_buy
δsellt
Binary variable that is set to 1 if site is export-
ing/selling electricity to the grid in period t ∈ T - delta_sell
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Introduction
Fighting the climate change is one of the main goals in the following years, but the solution is
not trivial. Electricity consumption will keep on growing because of the continuous increase of
population and electrical appliances, but adding new electrical generator units to provide that
extra demand is not the optimal solution: Thermal generators are still producing CO2 whereas
nuclear power plants are not free of radiation concerns and have issues with nuclear prolifer-
ation. Also, it is difficult to find a place for new hydro-based generators due to environmental
issues [37] and because the suitable places are already being exploited.
For all these reasons, an energy transition is needed and prosumers (end-users that produce
and consume electricity) will play a significant role, since they are able to adapt their consume
thanks to their flexibility, becoming a valuable asset for the electrical system. This is possible
thanks to the technological progress made lately in smart homes. This upcoming evolution of
the electricity system translates into a more interactive, distributed, and flexible role for the
end-user in the day-to-day operations of the energy infrastructure; changing from passive to
active participants in the electricity system.
1.1 Objective and scope of the Master Thesis
The present Master Thesis proposes an optimization model which enables satisfaction of each
prosumer by minimizing his electricity bill, having into account his comfort level and maxi-
mizing self-consumption as well. This is an individual decision-making problem for the aggre-
gator, which has to schedule in an optimal way the flexible energy resources available in each
dwelling, depending on the hourly electricity price. Once the optimized schedule is applied in
each household, the question arises as to how the relocation of the flexible assets will affect the
grid, due to the optimization problem does not have into account the global grid stability but
the individual benefit.
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The objective function of the HEMS seeks to minimize the electrical invoice of each prosumer
without incurring in a high comfort loss. That comfort cost, named also flexibility cost, comes
from a contract that has already been signed by both parties: the prosumer and the aggregator.
The less comfort the prosumer wants, the cheaper the flexibility cost will be.
In a summarized manner, the objectives of this Thesis are mainly:
- To develop, define and expand the mathematical formulation needed to find the optimal
schedule for all the typologies of flexible devices: energy storage systems (ESS), loads, electrical
vehicles (EV) and photovoltaic generation.
- To develop a methodology for the creation of the HEMS model.
- To propose, define and solve different case studies based on real and actual data.
- Once the results are obtained, the stability and behavior of the distribution grid are analyzed
with a load-flow study. In the end, pose challenges for future work.
1.2 Structure of the Master Thesis
This present Master Thesis is divided and organized in the following eleven chapters:
The first chapter seeks to obtain a global approach of what this Master Thesis is going to study
and why.
The second chapter contains essential background information: the description of the main actors
that take part in this optimization model and some key concepts.
In the third chapter, a research of the home energy management systems (HEMS) and their
flexible sources formulation has been made.
The fourth chapter presents the entire HEMS mathematical formulation in detail.
The fifth chapter explains the proposed methodology in order to develop the HEMS optimiza-
tion model.
The sixth chapter defines the case studies and what assumptions are considered.
The seventh chapter shows the results obtained in both case studies.
The eighth chapter analyses two critical load-flow scenarios obtained from the results of one case
study.
The ninth chapter shows the project planning.
The tenth chapter presents the project budget estimation.
The eleventh chapter studies the environmental impact produced by the realization of this project.
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Background Information
The present chapter seeks to further the understanding of flexibility. It is divided in two sec-
tions that explain who demands flexibility and what kind of resources can provide it.
The growing and unstoppable increase of the population, the Internet of Things boom and,
above all, the near future of electric vehicles causes a growth in electricity demand. To cope
with this increase, two opposite solutions are considered: on the one hand the generation ca-
pacity can be increased by building new power plants, but it is increasingly difficult to do so,
due to the production of CO2 in thermal generation, the difficulty of finding new optimal sites
for hydro dams and the population bad reception of nuclear power plants. On the other hand,
load can be managed according to existing power generation capacity through HEMS in com-
bination with distributed renewable energies, such as photovoltaic and wind power. Because
of the lack of certainty of the renewable sources quoted before, the available flexibility, both in
generation and demand side, must be managed properly [34]. As it is known, electricity sys-
tems face an increased need for flexibility [43] and a fundamental pillar in terms of flexibility are
energy storage systems (ESS), whose main potential is to help to deal with the high volatility of
distributed energy resources (DER). O. Erdinc [31] explains that a two-way energy trading for
ESS and electrical vehicles (EV) with the grid, can further improve the economic advantage of
the HEMS structure by increasing flexibility. Another plus point is that, as Bellini [7] mentions,
prices of lithium-ion storage units, solar panels and wind turbines are falling, which makes the
application of HEMS possible but also, economically advantageous and sustainable. This last
option, the one that load can be managed according to existing power generation capacity, is
the most suitable one since it could reduce demand peaks, CO2 emissions, consumer’s invoice
and minimize or remove the investments related to the expansion of the grid.
Flexibility trading takes place in a Local Flexibility Market (LFM), defined as an electricity trad-
ing platform to sell and buy flexibility in areas like a neighborhood or a small town [34]. It is
operated by the aggregator, who manages flexible devices with direct control in order to pro-
vide a flexibility service.
This cluster of smart households that are part of a LFM are called Local Energy Community
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(LEC). A LEC is an active electricity set of prosumers, each of them equipped with an intelligent
HEMS [34]. The aggregator acts as a local market operator and supervises flexibility transac-
tions of the LEC. It has a complete LEC status overview and can make decisions to benefit the
LEC as a group, and not every participant individually. Smart meters provide the possibility of
monitoring the energy consumption in real-time for the aggregator and customers. The combi-
nation of a smart metering system and HEMS enables the consumers to reduce their electricity
bill thanks to the their flexible resources located at their home.
A conceptual framework of a LFM is showed in Figure 2.1. Potential flexibility customers that
will be described later in this section appear in that overview.
It should be clarified that this project does not focus on the LFM actors and how they are related
to each other but on the HEMS performance.
FIGURE 2.1: Local Flexibility Market (LFM) overview. [34]
2.1 Definition of flexibility
According to Ofgem [14], flexibility can be defined as modifying generation and/or consump-
tion patterns in reaction to an external signal (such as a change in price) to provide a service
within the energy system.
Being flexible with how and when we consume and produce energy means we can make sure
the power generated and delivered to us always matches the amount of energy we use. This
way of managing consumption and generation would avoid the new construction of power
plants and hence, carbon emissions.
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Details of what actors can demand that flexibility and what resources and/or appliances can
provide that flexibility can be found below.
2.1.1 Flexibility customers
This subsection is all based in the INVADE project [4]. The three main flexibility customers are
listed below (Table 2.1) along with what kind of flexibility services can they demand. In order
to describe the flexibility services, article [34] is used as reference.
TABLE 2.1: Main flexibility customers and their flexibility services.
Flexibility Customer Flexibility Services INVADE
DSO Congestion management
Voltage/Reactive power control
Controlled islanding
BRP Day-ahead portfolio optimization
Day-ahead portfolio optimization
Intra-day portfolio optimization
Self-balancing portfolio optimization
Prosumer TOU optimization
kW max control
Self-balancing
Controlled islanding
• Distribution System Operator (DSO)
The DSO requests the amount of flexibility needed to operate properly the distribution
grid, within the safe operation zone.
– Congestion management: to avoid thermal overload of system components by re-
ducing peak loads where failure due to overloading might occur. A deeper descrip-
tion and formulation of this flexibility service is found in Appendix B.
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– Voltage / Reactive power control: to use load flexibility as an option to avoid ex-
ceeding the voltage limits.
– Controlled islanding: to prevent supply interruption when a fault occurs.
• Balance Responsible Party (BRP)
Aggregators can help BRP to balance their portfolio and commitments in wholesale mar-
kets. Flexibility sources could be used for managing forthcoming imbalances due dif-
ferent reasons like forecasting errors or for minimizing BRP electricity costs. Flexibility
services to BRP could be
– Day-ahead portfolio optimization: to shift loads from a high-price time interval to a
low-price time interval before the day-ahead market closure. It enables the BRP to
reduce its overall electricity purchase costs.
– Intraday portfolio optimization: to enable value creation on the intraday market,
equivalent to the day-ahead market.
– Self-balancing portfolio optimization: to reduce imbalance by the BRP within its
portfolio to avoid imbalance charges. The BRP does not actively bid on the imbal-
ance market using its load flexibility, but uses it within its own portfolio.
• Prosumer Services
Flexible assets behind the meter can be used to minimize prosumer electricity costs.
– Time-of-use (ToU) optimization: to use flexibility from high-price intervals to low-
price intervals
– kWmax control: to reduce prosumer consumption peaks within a predefined dura-
tion.
– Self-balancing: to use the price difference for consuming, producing and selling elec-
tricity favorably.
– Controlled islanding: to maintain electricity supply behind th emeter during grid
outage situations
2.1.2 Sources that provide flexibility
Now the question is: what sources can provide the amount of flexibility requested by the flexi-
bility customers? An enumeration of flexibility providers is listed below:
• Demand-side response (DSR)
It is related to the use of electricity, rather than how it’s generated. Prosumers are pro-
vided with a financial incentive to turn down or turn off non-essential processes at times
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of peak demand or high energy prices, depending on what you want to minimize or max-
imize, helping the grid to balance supply and demand without the need for additional
generation to be used. Also it helps to decrease prosumers electrical bill. Smart meters
and other technologies will make this easier for domestic consumers. DSR is an important
part of a flexible energy system.
• Energy storage systems (ESS)
Electricity systems face an increased need for flexibility [43] and a fundamental pillar in
terms of flexibility are ESS, whose main potential is to help to deal with the high volatility
of DER. Energy can be stored when there is a surplus of renewable energy generation.
This energy can then be used at a time when it’s needed.
• Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
DER are electric generation units located within the electric distribution system at or near
the end user. Electricity is generated locally at home or at work, from a rooftop solar
panel as instance. DER do not have electrical losses almost compared to big power plants,
because generation is close to the consumption.
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Home Energy Management System
State-of-Art
In this chapter a HEMS research has been made to know the state-of-art of this technology.
Also, different ways of approaching the HEMS objective function are exposed. In the end a
review of all the flexibility sources mathematical models is described.
In the foreseeable future, the smart grid challenge is to figure out how to coordinate an in-
creasingly number of intelligent homes, each one of them with their respective smart devices
and own objective and comfort levels, into a resilient, secure and efficient energy system. [19].
Hereunder, a research has been made to get to know the state-of-art of HEMS technology in
smart households nowadays.
The vast majority of literature presents the HEMS algorithm as an automated decision-maker
technology. According to M. Beaudin [20], a HEMS is a demand response tool that shifts
and curtails demand to improve the energy consumption and production profile of a house
according to electricity price and consumer comfort.
A smart HEMS includes a controller, an in-home display and a set of smart appliances and
smart meters [27]. These last ones are connected (wired or wireless) to the HEM controller. An
analysis of functionality, quality and behavior of 308 HEMS smart appliances is outlined in [37].
In addition, a security analysis of an advanced metering infrastructure has been evaluated by
A. Hansen [2], where possible targets and attacks to these appliances and their consequences
are described. R. Zafar [40] reviews the HEMS communications technologies as well as the
most relevant optimization techniques, along with future associated challenges.
Each HEMS model can have different purpose: that is to say, different objective functions de-
pending on what is sought to minimize or maximize. Likewise, smart dwelling can be con-
nected or not to the grid. In the present Master Thesis, prosumers are connected to the grid in
order to buy electricity when is indicated, but not selling. It is then considered that the pho-
tovoltaic energy generated is not sold to the grid; instead, priority shall be given to charge the
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TABLE 3.1: Classifying HEMS approaches decisions
Classes of HEMS Decisions on Local Issues Communication
Top-down switching Centrally One-Way
Centralized optimization Centrally Two-Way
Price reaction Locally One-Way
Transactive control Locally Two-Way
batteries. This will be explained throughout the project. Relevant inputs to take into account
are price scheme, revenues for offering flexibility, weather forecast, appliances baseline, etc.
Different approaches of HEMS are defined and classified by Kok [19]. Table 3.1 summarizes
the following four categories, all of them based on K. Kok work. Top-down switching: This is
the simplest and oldest demand-response approach. Decisions are made centrally and just one
way communication is used, so device state and user preferences are not taken into account.
One way communication has the advantage to be a low system complexity and also, there is
no issues regarding privacy. During peak load periods, a signal is sent out thought the power
grid by the local utility in order to switch off appliances. Centralized optimization: local de-
cisions are made centrally as well; however, there is a two way communication, which means
that local data is available as an input to the optimization algorithm and the central system
has direct control on the local devices. Nevertheless, there is a scalability issue: if the num-
ber of responsive dwellings increases, optimization time grows nonlinearly. Price-Reaction: it
is based on a one-way signaling of a dynamic price to end users. From time to time, a new
electricity price profile is sent to the end-user automation system, which automatically adjust
equipment operations, so decisions are made locally for each end-user. The last category is
Transactive Control, which is based on the transactive energy concept, and it is emerging as a
strong contender for orchestrating the coordinated operation of so many devices. Both, smart
homes and industrial sites, engage in automated market trade in the distribution system level.
This market is based on prices and energy quantities in a two-way negotiation, with no privacy
issues, because of the bids communicate only information about energy quantities and prices.
Transactive energy is sometimes referred to as market-based control.
Intimately bound up with HEMS, demand response (DR) is a flexibility mechanism that en-
ables consumer participation to demand modulation in response to a signal from: a Distribu-
tion System Operator (DSO)/Balance Responsive Party (BRP) / Transmission System Operator
(TSO) request demanding up/down flexibility or time-varying price. Depending on this, DR is
classified in two categories: Incentive-Based Programs (IBP) and Price-Based Programs (PBP),
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according to B. Celik [5]. IBP are designed to encourage customer participation. They receive
a financial incentive if they change their consumption according to specifications defined in a
contract. PBP, retailers or the BRP indirectly affect and guide the electricity consumption by
offering time-varying electricity prices. The most common PBP are: Time of Use (TOU), where
different rates, normally three, are used depending on the time of the day; Real Time Pricing
(RTP) has dynamic rates that change for every hour of the day, and Critical Peak Pricing (CPP)
is just an addition to the other two schemes that aims to present higher charges during periods
where operating conditions are critical. As [22] mentions, most of the investigations are fo-
cused on a a RTP or TOU tariff. For a RTP scheme with uncertainty, H. Nguyen [17] proposes
a rolling optimization problem for each time slot.
Below, different HEMS approaches found in the literature are described according to various
aspects. Different objective functions, controllable appliances, ESS, EV and generators partici-
pate in the intelligent HEMS algorithm.
3.1 Objective function
The objective function of a HEMS model can be focused on different aspects under different
perspectives. For instance, it depends on what flexibility services are demanded. P. Olivella-
Rosell [34] explains in detail the different flexibility customers and what kind of flexibility
services they demand. Flexibility customers are mainly the DSO, BRP and prosumers. DSO
flexibility services are focused on preventing grid overloads, BRP aims to compensate energy
deviations and prosumer seeks to reduce electricity bill individually with the minimum sacri-
fice in the dwelling comfort.
P. Olivella-Rosell [33] objective function minimizes the operation cost for the aggregator in
order to meet the DSO request of flexibility. T. Sattarpour [46] proposes a multi-objective
function that pursuits two objectives: a minimum energy payment cost of home appliances
and an attempt to flatten the load profile, so home owners could effectively assists the DSO.
Even though this last objective function does not directly benefit the end-user, the DSO could
handle the upstream network operation and end in higher economic savings, which are fairly
divided between the DSO and the end-users through a signed contract. O. Elma [30] suggests
to reduce peak demand thanks to voltage control, which allows to reduce the power consump-
tion of residential controllable appliances. N. Javaid [27] aims to minimize electricity cost and
Peak-to-Average Ratio by optimal usage of power from grid. Grid capacity (kW) should not
be exceeded. Total energy cost is reduced by shifting load from on-peak hours to off-peak
hours. Algorithm proposed by M. Pipattanasomporn [25] focuses on managing household
power intensive appliances in order to keep the household power consumption below a spec-
ified demand limit level (kW): HEM receives a external signal by the DSO/BRP/TSO, which
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includes demand curtailment request and duration. These intensive appliances are: space cool-
ing unit, water heater, clothes dryer and EV; moreover homeowners can set their load priority
and comfort preference.
M.Shakeri [26] proposes a cost function where grid power is reduced as minimum as possible,
prioritizing self photovoltaic (PV) production, in order to optimize the electricity consumption
cost. Hence, the proposed algorithm limits the maximum power we can drain from the grid.
A thermal model of the building is defined. In [22], customer’s preferences are a priority for
the HEMS along with minimizing the daily cost of energy. Two cost functions are formulated:
one as a Price-Based program and the other as an Incentive-Base Program. In a IBP, a financial
incentive is given for each kWh of consuming below the baseline load. On the other hand, the
customer is charged for each kW of the daily peak demand. Selling electricity to the grid at
variable prices is also considered in the final cost function. This optimization problem requires
technical data of electric water heaters (EWH) and EVs, outdoor temperature, and consumers’
hot water demand as inputs. A multi-objective model predictive control is explained by X.
Jin [50], wherein the objectives consist in minimize energy cost, keep thermal comfort within
agreed values, maximize the user convenience by not delaying too much cycles of scheduled
appliances, and reduce carbon emission, penalizing the loss of CO2 reduction by curtailing the
on-site PV generation and back-feeding the PV power to the grid. User ranks the electrical
appliances services to indicate relative preferences. H. Nguyen [17] considers the RTP scheme
and solar irradiance with uncertainty, consequently a rolling optimization is propose to solve
the objective function. Moreover, a solar collector is taken into account in order to transform
solar energy into thermal energy for the water heater. In addition, heating ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) transfers heat into the water tank by circulating a refrigerant through a
cycle of evaporation and condensation. The objective is to focus on the control of the solar
assisted HVAC and water heating system. The model takes the preferences of participating
households into account and aims to minimize the overall production cost and, in parallel, to
lower the individual electricity bills. R. Jovanovic [38] takes the preferences of participating
households into account and aims to minimize the overall production cost and, in parallel, to
lower the individual electricity bills. A. Vieira Pombo [3] develops a multi-objective formula-
tion that aims to find the optimal number and location of switches and the optimal location,
number and size of the battery banks. Silva [45] centers his work in optimize photovoltaics and
lithium-ion storage installations, through real households data. An economic analysis of the
energy system, named Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE), is formulated and used.
Table 3.2 shows a summary of the HEMS found in the literature. A check mark indicates that
the reference has into account that type of resource in its mathematical model. Four HEMS
problem types are specified: Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), Mixed Integer Non-
Linear Programming (MINLP) problem. Quadratic Programming (QP) and Linear Programing
(LP).
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TABLE 3.2: Summary of HEMS
Reference Objective Features Problemtype
Load EV PV ESS
HVAC unit EWH Shiftable G2V V2X
T. Sattar-
pour [46]
Minimum home energy cost
and minimum load profile
deviation to assure a flat-
tened load profile.
X X X X LP
M.Shakeri
[26]
Minimize the electricity
consumption cost by lim-
iting the maximum power
drained from the grid.
X X X X N/A
E. Doroud-
chi [13]
Minimize the imported en-
ergy and maximize the use
of on-site produced energy
X X X MILP
M. Fotouhi
Ghazvini
[22]
Minimize the daily energy
cost of the household,
having into account rev-
enues from participating
in incentive-based DR
programs.
X X X X MILP
H. Nguyen
[17]
Minimize the electricity cost
including hybrid solar as-
sisted thermal loads.
X X X X N/A
X. Jin [50]
Minimize the overall cost,
having into account the en-
ergy cost, thermal comfort,
user convenience and car-
bon emission.
X X X X X QP
N. Pater-
akis [28]
Least-cost daily operation of
the smart household by op-
timally controlling the ap-
pliances consumption.
X X X X X X MILP
S. Nan [42]
Minimize the cost of user’s
electricity bill and decrease
the peak load and peak-
valley difference without
bringing discomfort to the
users.
X X X X X MILP
M.
Martinez-
Pabon
[23]
Minimize the amount of en-
ergy consumption of all ap-
pliances.
X X X X QP
M. Castillo-
Cagigal [21]
Maximize the self-
consumption. X X X N/A
H. Jo [16]
Minimize the overall energy
cost;natural gas costs also
included. ESS lifetime is
considered.
X X X X MINLP
O. Erdinc
[31]
Minimize the total daily cost
of electricity consumption.
Selling energy from the re-
sources is a priority.
X X X MILP
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3.2 Flexible load models
Loads can be classified in different ways, according to various articles. This work is based on
INVADE project [4] loads classification, which are divided in three main groups: inflexible,
curtailable and shiftable.
A great part of a dwelling electricity load consumption, over the 50%, comes from the thermal
loads [17]. There is limited research on algorithms that control thermal appliances in a smart
home. These thermal appliance are mainly HVAC units and EWH. Refrigeration is not con-
sidered as thermostatically control load in [50] because of food safety and user inconvenience
concerns. Conversely, it is considered as a thermal shiftable appliance in [26], because the tem-
perature of the room influences the operation of the refrigerator. This model has into account
random variation of the temperature of the refrigerator by opening the door and the thermal
resistance and mass of refrigerator.
The vast majority of thermal models founded need temperature sensors to make the thermal
model work. The following models explained are about HVAC: [26] has temperature sensor to
check the temperature inside the refrigerator chamber and the room temperature. A room tem-
perature sensor is as well needed in [42] for modeling the HVAC temperature state evolution.
The internal temperature of air conditioner is described as a function of the internal tempera-
ture the instant before, the ambient room temperature and the temperature adjustment set by
the customer. System inertia of air conditioner plus working efficiency of HVAC also partici-
pates in the model. A more accurate model is proposed in [50]. Here an outdoor temperature
sensor is needed to verify outside temperature, along with solar irradiance and coefficients
learned from system identification and correspond to the building envelope. This model works
with a a range of allowable indoor air temperatures. A detailed space heating/cooling algo-
rithm [26] is proposed. Outside temperature measured with sensor , areas of windows in the
room, irradiation and thermal energy of the sun, thermal resistance between the wall and out-
side air temperature are one of many parameters involved. A simpler model is described in
[25], but also room temperature needs to be measured by sensor.
In order to put an end in thermal loads, Electric Water Heater models are explained: A two-
node electric resistance water heater model is defined in [50], where indoor temperature and
temperature mains need to be measured. Other parameters are heat loss coefficient, surface
area of the tank, flow rate of hot water draws and rated power efficiency of the resistance. A
simpler method is applied in [25], where a hot water temperature set point is specified with a
temperature tolerance. A binary variable declares the water heater status in time interval.
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3.3 Flexible PV Generator models
PV generator models are similar in researches. Just differ from one to another in how to get
the power output. Model proposed by [26] differ from the rest of researches in how to get the
power output of the solar panels. It is calculated by the output current and thermal voltage
of the PV. S. Nan [42] establishes that roof-top solar panels are uncontrollable. It is assumed
that total residential load is considerably higher than solar power generation, so solar power is
only used by the community instead of exported to the grid. On the other hand, M. Fotouhi
Ghazvini [22] offers the possibility to sell PV energy to the grid when necessary. P. Olivella-
Rosell [33] includes in his HEMS model a PV with a controllable reducible power output. This
last type of flexible PV generation can be disconnected in case that the DSO needs to reduce the
power injected to the distribution grid.
3.4 Energy Storage Systems models
HEMS battery models found in literature are very similar to one another. Nevertheless, battery
degradation is a subject not so investigated, so this is not taken into account in the most of
HEMS models, even though it should be considered because batteries offer significant flexibil-
ity, and their lifetime is a key factor [18]. Most of the battery degradation literature consists
of empirical-based studies with results extracted from experimental tests in laboratories [1].
Degradation causes can be categorized into two groups, namely calendar aging and cycling
aging. Both of them are explained in [1], where also a battery degradation glossary and related
definitions are presented, along with the characteristics of battery types used in EVs. J. Re-
niers [18] quantifies the annual benefits of grid-connected batteries including realistic physical
dynamics and nonlinear electrochemical degradation. Three dynamic battery models are de-
scribed, each one employing a different degradation model. A new and accurate way to model
the cost of battery cycle aging is formulated by B. Xu [6]. Battery cycle aging is modeled using
a piecewise linear cost function, an approach that provides a close approximation of the cy-
cle aging mechanism of electrochemical batteries and can be incorporated easily into existing
market dispatch programs. This approach ensures that batteries operation remains profitable
in a market environment, that it is to say, revenues must cover their true cost of operation.
Case study proves that using the proposed model significantly improves the actual batteries
profitability and life expectancy.
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3.5 Flexible Electric Vehicles models
The future high penetration and the rapid growth in the deployment of electric vehicles, is
creating opportunities to improve reliability and sustainability of electricity delivery system,
while reducing operating costs. [24] EVs respond quickly, improve system stability, and can
provide reactive power support to the grid. But it is still uncertain how EV will influence the
HEMS behavior. As it is known, battery is a key component in Plug-in Electric Vehicles, whose
battery degradation should be considered as well in vehicle modeling; but the impact of battery
degradation in V2G has not been examined yet in smart grid studies [1]. C. Liu [10] investi-
gates and discusses the opportunities and challenges of EVs connecting with the grid, namely:
the vehicle-to-home (V2H): EV charges from the grid but also provides backup power to an
islanded load such as a home during an outage; vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V): allow automobiles
to "talk" to each other; and vehicle-to-grid (V2G), where EVs communicate with the power
grid to sell demand response services by either returning electricity to the grid or by throttling
their charging rate. In circumstance of multiple EVs in a community, S. Nan [42] suggests that
stochastic profile should be concerned. Home arrival time of the final trip is close to a normal
distribution curve, while residents’ EV daily mileage is close to a logarithmic normal distribu-
tion. Following they present the probability density function of EV initial SOC. EV batteries
can also discharge to provide electricity when needed. D. Thomas [11] algorithm uses batteries
of electric vehicles V2G as supplementary storage systems. They are present in the parking
areas of smart buildings, called "V2G park model". Characteristics of control logics applied in
V2G systems are studied also. As it was mention previously, EVs could be a promising source
of reactive power when they are connected to smart charging equipment. M. Nikkhah Mojdehi
[24] presents a framework for the calculation of reactive power supply function for EVs. The
authors define an objective function representing charging/discharging cost of EVs and then
minimize the cost under realistic constraints. As an electric vehicle core technology, accurate
estimations of battery capacity and state of charge (SOC) are very important during its service
lifetime. In [39] a review of existing estimation methods for it are summarized. Then, a novel
battery capacity and SOC estimation approach is proposed. C. Jin [9] studies a problem of
scheduling EV charging with energy storage from an electricity market perspective with joint
consideration for the aggregator energy trading in the day-ahead and real-time markets. Fur-
thermore, a communication protocol is described for interactions among the aggregator, the
energy storage, the power grid, and EVs.
HEMS that apply EV models are the following: [46] [22] [28] [31], EV batteries have a charge
and discharge mode. In [25] [42], EV battery is only in charging mode.
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Chapter 4
Description of the HEMS formulation
This chapter formulates and explains the mathematical formulation of the different available
flexibility sources. These models are based on the INVADE project [4]. Once the flexible models
have been described, it is proceed to formulate the entire HEMS model, which will cover all
the flexibility sources models plus some extra constraints, depending on the flexibility service
chosen. In this Master Thesis, the prosumer flexibility service will be formulated.
Last two mathematical models (load shiftable volume and electrical vehicles) are an extension
of an existing model taken from the INVADE project. New and reformulated constraints along
with new parameters have been added.
4.1 Flexibility sources models
4.1.1 Battery Model
Batteries are one of the keys to provide flexibility since they can supply up and down regulation
by discharging or charging storage units. It can be said that batteries make easier to follow
the variable and flashing renewable generation. Because of this, implementing some kind of
energy storage system is expected to become highly normal in dwellings, due in part to the fall
in ESS prices. As instance, the produced energy by the PV panels can be storaged when the
price is lower to use later at periods with higher prices [22].
With the aim to represent a real and accurate model, the mathematical formulation has into
account efficiency factors for storing electricity Achb and delivering electricity A
dis
b as well. The
subindex b refers to the quantity of batteries involved in each household. As it is been said be-
fore, electricity storage units can provide both, up and down regulation by energy discharging
σdist,b or energy charging σ
ch
t,b the batteries, respectively. Both are variables in this problem.
The variable battery state of charge, σsoct,b for battery unit b during period t, serves to know the
current energy state of a battery in use. The following equation apply the state of charge in the
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previous period σsoct−1,b and the energy charged or discharged in the present period along with
the efficiency factors:
σsoct,b = σ
soc
t−1,b + σ
ch
t,b · Achb −
σdist,b
Adisb
∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (4.1)
The initial state of charge σsoinitialcb is a necessary parameter to start the battery algorithm. A
constraint is made with this parameter input.
σsoc0,b = σ
socinitial
b ∀b ∈ B (4.2)
Battery unit b must finish the planning horizon with an imposed SOC value, in order to avoid
starting with the batteries discharged next HEMS simulation. Therefore, final state of charge
σ
soc f inal
b is a necessary parameter to ensure that battery is charged at the end of the periods. In
this formualation problem, the final period is 95, therefore:
σsoc95,b = σ
soc f inal
b ∀b ∈ B (4.3)
In order to preserve the battery life-time [21], the state of charge must be between a minimum
Ominb and a maximum O
max
b energy limit value that can not be exceeded:
Ominb ≤ σsoct,b ≤ Omaxb ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (4.4)
Equations 4.5, 4.6 limit the maximum energy charged and discharged by battery per period
according to their maximum power for charging Qchb and discharging Q
dis
b . These constraints
also ensures a longer battery life-time. N refers to the number of periods per hour. Each time
slot in this project equals to 15 minutes, so N = 4.
σcht,b ≤
Qchb
N
∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (4.5)
σdist,b ≤
Qdisb
N
∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (4.6)
The following constraint makes sure that the energy charged σcht,b to the battery unit b is linearly
decreased from Schb state of charge. This linear function normally goes from 80% SOC to 0 at
100% SOC. This constraint is represented in Figure 4.1.
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σcht,b ≤
−Qchb
1− Schb
· ( σ
soc
t,b
Omaxb
− 1) ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (4.7)
FIGURE 4.1: Battery SOC as a function of maximum charging power [4]
The same happens for discharging energy σdist,b of battery b during period t. The lower threshold
to limit the energy output is Sdisb , normally from 10% SOC to 0 at 0% SOC. This constraint is
shown in Figure 4.2.
σdist,b ≤
Qdisb
Sdisb
· σ
soc
t,b
Omaxb
∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (4.8)
FIGURE 4.2: Battery SOC as a function of maximum discharging power [4]
Battery degradation [6] is an important issue to have in mind. In this formulation, the degra-
dation cost for charging is taken into account. The discharged degradation cost is already
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included in the charging process. To set this constant cost, the rainbow algorithm developed
by B. Xu [6] is used as a basis. A Tesla Powerwall Battery [35] of 13,5 kWh of usable capacity
is taken as a reference for that degradation cost calculation. The degradation cost used is 0.003
e/kWh per each kWh charged. It is assume the same cost for all prosumer batteries. For sim-
plicity, the cost of maintenance is not included, since home batteries are too small to have that
into account. The total battery degradation cost is formulated as follows:
ζbatteries = ∑
t∈T
∑
b∈B
Pb,chb · σcht,b ∀b ∈ B, t ∈ T (4.9)
4.1.2 Generation model
Three types of generation models are considered. Although the inflexible model is not imple-
mented in this work, it is explained anyways:
• Inflexible generation (Gi)
• Curtailable generation
– Curtailable disconnectable (Gd)
– Curtailable reducible (Gr)
Inflexible generation
For inflexible generation units, baseline generation must be equal to the schedule production.
These type of generation can not provide any flexibility because they can not be controlled.
The amount of energy produced ψgen,it,g by inflexible generation is:
ψ
gen,i
t,g = W
gen,i
t,g ∀ g ∈ Gi, t ∈ T (4.10)
Curtailable disconnectable generation
For disconnectable generation units, scheduled production must be either 0 or equal to pre-
dicted production Wgen,dt,g :
ψ
gen,d
t,g = δ
gen,d
t,g ·Wgen,dt,g ∀ g ∈ Gd, t ∈ T (4.11)
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The cost Pgen,dg depends on the amount of energy that has been curtailed. Since renewable
energy and self-consumption is a high priority, this cost for disconnecting the PV generation
should be very high, so HEMS will never disconnect it as a first option.
ζgen,d = ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈Gd
Pgen,dg · (Wgen,dt,g − ψgen,dt,g ) ∀ g ∈ Gd, t ∈ T (4.12)
Curtailable reducible generation
For curtailable reducible generation units, scheduled production must be between 0 and pre-
dicted production:
0 ≤ ψgen,rt,g ≤Wgen,rt,g ∀ g ∈ Gr, t ∈ T (4.13)
The total costs for reducing generation volume is then:
ζgen,r = ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈Gr
Pgen,rg · (Wgen,rt,g − ψgen,rt,g ) ∀ g ∈ Gr, t ∈ T (4.14)
4.1.3 Load models
On the one hand, load consumption can be adjusted by the consumer in response to dynamic
prices rates, like TOU and RTP price schemes. As P. Olivella-Rosell [34] points out, this is
a prosumer service that aims to minimize prosumer electricity costs. On the other hand, the
consumer can accept a load curtailment or a load shift by another entity under specific cir-
cumstances already agreed with the end-user, which will get financial reward for giving that
flexibility service to the DSO, BRP, TSO or the aggregator.
Load mathematical formulation is the same for every single case mentioned before. The objec-
tive function and some constraints that involve DSO/BRP/aggregator are what distinguishes
from one flexibility service to another. Loads units models are mainly separated into the fol-
lowing two categories: inflexible and flexible loads. The characteristics of each one of them will
be explained in their respective sections:
• Inflexible load model
– Inflexible load (Li)
• Flexible load model
– Curtailable load
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∗ Curtailable disconnectable load (Ld)
∗ Curtailable reducible load (Lr)
– Shiftable load
∗ Shiftable profile load (Lp)
∗ Shiftable volume interruptible load (Lv)
Inflexible Load units
Inflexible appliances are supposed to run with the highest priority and without any delay.
Typically, inflexible appliances include fridge, fan, lights, TV, etc., which are considered as
must run loads and can not be shifted to later hours or curtailed. These appliances do not
participate in demand response [41].
Inflexible load unit schedule ωload,it,l must follow its predicted baseline W
load,i
t,l :
ωload,it,l = W
load,i
t,l ∀ l ∈ Li, t ∈ T (4.15)
Curtailable disconnectable load units
In load curtailable disconnectable model, the power consumption pattern, also known as base-
line consumption, is interrupted completely and no recovery is possible afterwards. In other
words, the appliance is either on or completely off. When a disconnection order is received,
that is to say an up regulation request, loads disconnect. As soon as the order ends, curtailable
load keeps following its baseline profile.
A curtailment is allowed in all periods. End-user can negotiate by setting higher prices during
periods where their comfort might be more affected.
When a disconnection order is received, an OFF signal is sent, δstartt,l sets to 1 and the appliance
disconnects in that same period. If the curtailment continues in the following period, then
δstart,dt,l = 0 and δ
run,d
t,l is set to 1 until an END-OFF order is sent, then δ
end,d
t,l sets to 1 in the
following period after the order was sent. An accurate example is shown in Figure 4.3.
The next constraint enunciates that a curtailment can not start, run and end at the same period:
δstart,dt,l + δ
run,d
t,l + δ
end,d
t,l ≤ 1 ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.16)
A curtailment that starts or runs in one period, must either continue to run or end in the next
period:
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δstart,dt−1,l + δ
run,d
t−1,l = δ
start,d
t,l + δ
run,d
t,l ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.17)
In the first period, δrun,dt,l and δ
end,d
t,l can never be set to 1, because first a δ
start,d
t,l has to be activated:
δrun,d0,l = 0 ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.18)
δend,d0,l = 0 ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.19)
The example below has the subindex’s changed in order, but it does not matter to show what
we aim to. In Figure 4.3 a load unit is curtailed from periods 1 to 4 and 7 to 8. The values of
the binary variables are then as shown in the table below. The first curtailment starts in period
t = 1, hence δstart,dt,l is set to 1. The curtailment goes on in periods t = 2, t = 3 and t = 4 and
the δrun,dt,l is then set to 1. The curtailment stops in the beginning of period t = 5, it means that
actually ends at period t = 4, so δend,d5,l = 1
FIGURE 4.3: Example of binary variable for curtailment disconnectable load unit
[4]
With the objective of maintaining the end-user comfort between certain levels, a load unit can
not be curtailed any longer than Dmax,dl periods,
t+Dmax,dl
∑
t+1
δend,dt,l ≥ δstart,dt,l ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.20)
A minimum duration Dmin,dl must exist between two load curtailments. The present constraint
has also to do with the prosumer comfort:
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δend,dt,l +
t+Dmin,dl
∑
t+1
δstart,dt,l ≤ 1 ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.21)
For disconnectable loads units, the load schedule that has been curtailed χload,dt,l must be either
0 or equal to the baseline profile.
χload,dt,l = (δ
start,d
t,l + δ
run,d
t,l ) ·W load,dt,l ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.22)
The final amount of electricity consumed ωload,dt,l from load l during period t is:
ωload,dt,l = W
load,d
t,l − χload,dt,l ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.23)
The cost for curtailing the appliances consumption is formulated as follows:
ζ load,d = ∑
t∈T
∑
l∈Ld
(Pload,dl · (δstart,dt,l + δrun,dt,l ) ∀ l ∈ Ld, t ∈ T (4.24)
Curtailable reducible load units
Curtailable reducible units can be reduced down to a certain level without switching off. The
approach is the same as in the curtailable disconnectable load units: same sets, parameters and
variables. From all constraints, there is just one that changes: χload,rt,l . Here the load schedule
must be smaller o equal to the consumption forecast W load,rt,l
χload,rt,l ≤ (δstart,rt,l + δrun,rt,l ) ·W load,rt,l ∀ l ∈ Lr, t ∈ T (4.25)
Therefore, the final amount of electricity consumed is:
ωload,rt,l = W
load,r
t,l − χload,rt,l ∀ l ∈ Lr, t ∈ T (4.26)
The cost for reducing the power of the appliances is formulated as follows:
ζ load,r = ∑
t∈T
∑
l∈Lr
(Pload,rl · (δstart,rt,l + δrun,rt,l ) ∀ l ∈ Lr, t ∈ T (4.27)
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Shiftable profile load
For shiftable profile load units, the total load must always be met, but it may be moved within
a given time interval. Consumption is postponed, but keeping the same baseline profile. Ex-
amples of load shifting units are washing and drying machine processes where the choice of
operating period is not critical, as long as the process is ready by a deadline. It has been es-
tablished that shiftable profile appliances start consuming as soon as possible. The new shifted
profile ωload,pt,l sticks together like in its baseline profile W
load,p
t,l , this means it is not interruptible.
For shiftable load units, load shift intervals i ∈ Ip are introduce in order to set the charging
sessions for each load unit l ∈ Lp.
A three dimension variable γi,l,n is introduced, which is set to 1 if consumption for load unit l
is shifted n periods for load shift interval i. Exactly one load shifting option must be selected
for each shiftable profile load unit l in each load shift interval i,
Tend,pi,l −V
end,p
i,l
∑
n=Tstart,pi,l −V
start,p
i,l
γi,l,n = 1 ∀ l ∈ Lp, i ∈ Ip, t ∈ T (4.28)
The consumption forecast must be allocated to the correct periods according to the decided
load shifting option
ω
load,p
t,l =
Tend,pi,l −T
start,p
i,l
∑
n=0
γi,l,(t−Tstart,pi,l −n)
·W load,p
(Tstart,pi,l +n),l
∀ l ∈ Lp, i ∈ Ip, t ∈ [Tstart,pi,l , Tend,pi,l )
(4.29)
The cost for shifting a load is the product of the delay cost and the number of period delayed.
We calculate this cost according to the equation below:
ζ load,p = ∑
i∈Ip
∑
l∈Lp
Pload,pl
Tend,pi,l −V
end,p
i,l
∑
n=0
γi,l,n · n ∀ l ∈ Lp, i ∈ Ip, t ∈ [Tstarti,l , Tendi,l ) (4.30)
4.1.4 Shiftable volume interruptible load
This mathematical model distinguished itself from the rest in having a semi-continuous vari-
able. This adds a new difficulty to the code implementation, so a research has been made and
new functions were added to the code to make it work with semi-continuous variables. In
appendix A, a resolution to this issue is presented.
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Contrary to shiftable profile load units, for shiftable volume interruptible loads we can control
the power levels between a minimum Emin,vl and a maximum E
max,v
l energy value, where ω
load,v
t,l
can take either the value 0 or between these lower and upper bounds. ωt,l is a semi-continuous
variable. Since Emax,vl has power units, it must be divided by N:
Emin,vl
N
≤ ωload,vt,l ≤
Emax,vl
N
OR ωload,vt,l = 0 ∀ l ∈ Lv, i ∈ Iv, t ∈ T (4.31)
For each load shift interval i the sum energy volume delivered to the load unit must equal the
sum baseline forecast
Ti,lend,v
∑
t=Tstart,vi,l
ωload,vt,l =
Ti,lend,v
∑
t=Tstart,vi,l
W load,vt,l ∀ l ∈ Lv, i ∈ Iv, t ∈ [Tstart,vi,l , Tend,vi,l ) (4.32)
For shiftable volume load units, we introduce the concept of weighted average delay. It takes
into account not only when you meet the finale volume, but also how you do it: it is penalized
more if large volumes are shifted far away from the baseline. The weighted average delay for
shiftable load unit l and load shift interval i is defined as:
τloadi,l =
∑
Ti,lend,v
t=Tstart,vi,l
((ωload,vt,l −W load,vt,l ) · Kaux,vi,l,t )
∑
Ti,lend,v
t=Tstart,vi,l
W load,vt,l
∀ l ∈ Lv, i ∈ Iv (4.33)
Parameter Kaux,vi,l,t penalizes linearly for shifting the load consumption away from the baseline.
Appendix A shows the programming code of this parameter. The more is shifted the load, the
more it will be paid. This is intended to concentrate the load as close as baseline as possible.
Since this weighted average delay also may be negative (by shifting volume backwards), we
introduce a new variable ρloadi,l , defined as:
ρloadi,l ≥ τloadi,l ∀ l ∈ Lv, i ∈ Iv, t ∈ [Tstart,vi,l , Tend,vi,l ) (4.34)
ρloadi,l ≥ −τloadi,l ∀ l ∈ Lv, i ∈ Iv, t ∈ [Tstart,vi,l , Tend,vi,l ) (4.35)
The total cost for shifting volume interruptible load is as follows:
ζ load,v = ∑
i∈Iv
∑
l∈Lv
Pload,vl · ρloadi,l ∀ l ∈ Lv, i ∈ Iv (4.36)
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4.1.5 Electric vehicle controllable and interruptible
With controllable and interruptible EV we can both, delay and control the charging process by
reducing power levels or interrupting the charging session. That is to say, the final charging
profile can be shaped in a different way than baseline in order to give a flexibility service. This
EV flexibility model is formulated exactly as the shiftable volume load model, so it will not be
necessary to go into details.
Emin,evv
N
≤ φcht,v ≤
Emax,evv
N
OR φcht,v = 0 ∀ v ∈ Vv, i ∈ Iev, t ∈ T (4.37)
For each EV shift interval i the sum energy volume delivered to the vehicle unit must equal the
sum baseline forecast
Ti,vend,ev
∑
t=Tstart,evi,v
φcht,v =
Ti,vend,ev
∑
t=Tstart,evi,v
Wevt,v ∀ v ∈ V, i ∈ Iev, t ∈ [Tstart,evi,v , Tend,evi,v ) (4.38)
For shiftable volume electrical vehicles, we introduce the concept of weighted average delay.
It takes into account not only when you meet the finale energy volume, but also how you do
it: it is penalized more if large volumes of energy are shifted far away from the baseline. The
weighted average delay for charging point v and EV shift interval i is defined as:
τevi,v =
∑
Ti,vend,ev
t=Tstart,evi,v
((φcht,v −Wevt,v) · Kaux,evi,v,t )
∑
Ti,vend,ev
t=Tstart,evi,v
Wevt,v
∀ v ∈ V, i ∈ Iev (4.39)
Since this weighted average delay also may be negative (by shifting volume backwards), we
introduce a new variable ρevi,v, defined as:
ρevi,v ≥ τevi,v ∀ v ∈ V, i ∈ Iev, t ∈ [Tstart,evi,v , Tend,evi,v ) (4.40)
ρevi,v ≥ −τevi,v ∀ v ∈ V, i ∈ Iev, t ∈ [Tstart,evi,v , Tend,evi,v ) (4.41)
The total cost for shifting volume interruptible EV is
ζ load,ev = ∑
i∈Iev
∑
v∈Vv
Pevv · ρevi,v ∀ v ∈ V, i ∈ Iev (4.42)
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4.2 HEMS model for Prosumer flexibility service
A prosumer model based on the Spanish tariff structure is presented. A PVPC (Precio Volun-
tario Pequeño Consumidor) electrical tariff is used in the present model, mainly because the
electricity prices change hourly and daily.
For the two case studies that will be analyzed later, two different objective functions are pro-
posed for each case: first function the prosumer can buy electricity to the grid, but never sell
the surplus energy generated back. Second objective function allows to sell and buy energy to
the grid.
4.2.1 Prosumer is allowed to buy energy from the grid
Prosumer objective function
According to the Spanish tariff structure, the prosumer theoretical objective function is as fol-
lows in Equation 4.43. The objective is to minimize the electricity bill without incurring in a low
comfort for the end-user. In the HEMS objective function, Equation 4.43 is not implemented:
the power term value plus the taxes are not taken into account in the code objective function,
because both are constant values , so they are removed in order to save computation time. The
power term Ppower,term is the annual cost for each kW contracted Xpower,subscribed by the prosumer.
min o. f . = ∑
t∈T
(Pretail,buyt · χbuyt ) · Ptaxest + Ppower,term · Xmax,import + f lexibilityt (4.43)
Therefore, the objective function implemented in the HEMS optimization model is Equation
4.44. See that only mathematical terms with variables remain in the Equation:
min o. f . = ∑
t∈T
(Pretail,buyt · χbuyt ) + f lexibilityt (4.44)
The flexibility term is the cost for using the flexibility from the house internal resources (cur-
tailing or shifting loads, generation, etc). This cost covers a wide variety of costs, as: loss of
comfort from shifting and curtailable loads; dis-utility from delaying EV charging or even for
not metering the charging demand. All the flexibility cost functions have already been defined
in each subsection for the different source types:
f lexibility = ζbattery,char + ζev + ζgen,d + ζgen,r + ζ load,d + ζ load,r + ζ load,p + ζ load,v (4.45)
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Prosumer constraints
The internal energy balance behind the smart meter allows to distinguishing the different value
of energy self-generated, stored and imported from the grid when needed.
The total electricity import from the grid χbuyt , must balance the production from generation
units, consumption from load units and charging and discharging batteries for each period of
time t ∈ T:
∑
g∈Gd
ψ
gen,d
t,g + ∑
g∈Gr
ψ
gen,r
t,g + ∑
b∈B
σdist,b + χ
buy
t = ∑
b∈B
σcht,b + ∑
l∈Ld
ωload,dt,l +
+ ∑
l∈Lp
ω
load,p
t,l + ∑
l∈Lr
ωload,rt,l + ∑
l∈Lv
ωload,vt,l + ∑
v∈V
φevt,v
(4.46)
Electricity bought must be below the contracted power each prosumer has with the retailer:
χ
buy
t ≤ Xmax,import (4.47)
In order to preserve the integrity of the electrical installation, a maximum capacity can not be
exceeded in each period t ∈ T:
∑
g∈Gd
ψ
gen,d
t,g + ∑
g∈Gr
ψ
gen,r
t,g + ∑
b∈B
σdist,b + χ
buy
t ≤ Xmax,cap (4.48)
4.2.2 Prosumer is allowed to buy and sell energy from/to the grid
Prosumer can now sell back his surplus energy to the grid, or discharge batteries if the eco-
nomic compensation is worth it. Prosumer formulation of this scenario is explained below.
Prosumer objective function
This objective function has into account the revenues for selling the surplus electricity back to
the grid. Notice that price for selling electricity is considered constant for all periods. Equa-
tion 4.49 is a theoretical objective function, therefore is not be exactly how it is going to be
implemented in the HEMS code programming:
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min o. f . = ∑
t∈T
(Pretail,buyt · χbuyt ) · Ptaxes −∑
t∈T
(Pretail,sell · χsellt )+
+Ppower,term · Xmax,import + f lexibilityt
(4.49)
In the HEMS optimization model, the following equation is then used:
min o. f . = ∑
t∈T
(Pretail,buyt · χbuyt )−∑
t∈T
(Pretail,sell · χsellt ) + f lexibilityt (4.50)
Prosumer constraints
The total electricity import from the grid χbuyt and the total electricity export to the grid χ
sell
t ,
must balance the production from generation units, consumption from load units and charging
and discharging batteries for each period of time t ∈ T:
∑
g∈Gd
ψ
gen,d
t,g + ∑
g∈Gr
ψ
gen,r
t,g + ∑
b∈B
σdist,b + χ
buy
t = χ
sell
t + ∑
b∈B
σcht,b + ∑
v∈V
φt, vev + ∑
l∈Ld
ωload,dt,l +
+ ∑
l∈Lp
ω
load,p
t,l + ∑
l∈Lr
ωload,rt,l + ∑
l∈Lv
ωload,vt,l ∀ t ∈ T
(4.51)
Binary variables δbuyt and δ
sell
t are now introduced in order to ensure that it is not possible to sell
and buy in the same period. They are set to 1 if the customer is buying (importing) or selling
(exporting); else 0:
δ
buy
t + δ
sell
t ≤ 1 ∀ t ∈ T (4.52)
Electricity bought and sold must be below power limits, according to the terms stipulated in
the retail contract:
χ
buy
t ≤ δbuyt · Xmax,import ∀ t ∈ T (4.53)
χsellt ≤ δsellt · Xmax,export ∀ t ∈ T (4.54)
In order to preserve the integrity of the electrical installation, a maximum capacity can not be
exceeded in each period t ∈ T:
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∑
g∈Gd
ψ
gen,d
t,g + ∑
g∈Gr
ψ
gen,r
t,g + ∑
b∈B
σdist,b + χ
buy
t ≤ Xmax,cap (4.55)
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Chapter 5
Methodology
The objective of this chapter is to present the methodology used to implement the HEMS op-
timization model focused on providing a flexibility service to the prosumer. It is remembered
that the objective function is to find the optimal operationg of all the flexible sources in order
to minimize the prosumer energy bill.
Each flexible asset is modeled in a way that is representative of its capabilities, constraints, and
economic impacts. The mathematical formulation has been already defined and explained in
Chapter 4. Flexible models used in this work are briefly recalled below:
• Batteries
• EV interruptible and volume shifted
• Generator disconnectable
• Generator reducible
• Load curtailable disconnectable
• Load curtailable reducible
• Load shiftable profile
• Load shiftable volume
• Load inflexible
• Prosumer
The methodology proposed to create the HEMS optimization model follows the next four main
steps: Create model and declare components, instantiate the model, apply the solver and dis-
play the solver results graphically.
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5.1 Create the optimization model and declare components
In order to generate the optimization model, an open-source software named Pyomo is used.
It supports the formulation and analysis of mathematical models for complex optimization
applications. A Pyomo model consists of a collection of modeling components that define
different aspects of the model. In order to create a model, the following components have to be
included:
• Index Sets: set data that is used to define a model instance.
• Parameters: represent the data that must be supplied to perform the optimization.
• Decision Variables: represent unknown or changing parts of a model and constants are
defined. The values taken by the variables are often referred to as a solution and are
usually an output of the optimization process.
• Objective: this is a function that reflect goals and objectives for the system being modeled.
• Constraints: these are equations, inequalities or other mathematical relationships that
define how different parts of a model are connected to each other.
Once everything mentioned above has been understood, the methodology is explained step by
step:
The first step is to create an Excel file for each flexible asset that will be implemented in the
HEMS. This file contains the parameters (known values) that define each flexible model. Some
input parameters are related to technical aspects, which can be easily measured, collected, and
stored in a database. It does not happen the same with the inputs relative to human behavior,
which are more delicate to evaluate. For a matter of organization, all these input files are saved
in the same folder named ’inputs’.
The second step is to write the source code based on the mathematical formulation of each
flexible model. The programming language chosen is Python, whose main advantage is that it
is an open source free software and has one of the largest standard libraries and packages, one
of its greatest strengths. It is the fourth most popular language behind Java, C, and C ++. For a
better understanding, each flexibility model is divided into three source code files:
• initialize.py: The .py termination refers to a python file. In this file, the parameters that
have been already saved in Excel (step 1) are loaded in this Python document.
• constraints.py: This file includes the constraints that describe the flexible sources behav-
ior for what concerns flexibility. Functions that define those restrictions are found in this
document. It is reminded that inflexible load model does not have any constraint asso-
ciated since it is not a flexible source and therefore can not be controlled. In Figure 5.1
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inflexible load python file named constraint appears with a red cross due to what has
been explained before.
• model.py: This file declares the modeling components of each model: sets, parameters,
variables and constraints.
The third step is to create a global optimization model containing all the individual flexible
models. The objective function is introduced in this step. The HEMS optimization model has
been already created. This file is called model_creation.py.
5.2 Apply the solver and generate the instance model
Fouth step: once the equations of the proposed HEMS model have been generated, a solver is
needed to obtain the variables and objective function values. Gurobi solver has been chosen for
being able to find the optimal solution to our problem in a shorter amount of time than other
solvers such as glpk. We call this source code file _resolution.py, which has as an output the
model instance.
Fifth step: An instance has been created, which is the solution of the optimization model. It
is necessary to save the values that we want to export to Excel. Python file results.py exports
these desired values to an excel file named results.xlsx
5.3 Display the solver results
For a better visualization and compression of the results obtained , graphs are generated and
displayed after every HEMS simulation. These plots help us to understand and appreciate the
actions of the HEMS in the flexible devices and how shiftable loads have been re-scheduled,
for example.
All generated charts are saved in PNG format in the plots folder.
This is the proposed methodology for the application of HEMS in each household. An overview
of this methodology already explained is shown in the following page (Figure 5.1), where we
can see all the files that are part of the HEMS.
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Chapter 6
Case Studies definition
In this chapter the assumptions for a proper and realistic operation of the HEMS are defined.
Restrictions and assumptions commonly found in every case study are described.
Two main case studies are presented, which can be referred to as Case Study 1 and Case Study
2: the first case focuses on just one prosumer, and the second one analyzes a ten prosumer
cluster. Each one of them is explained in detail below:
• Case Study 1: The strategy to follow is to start by explaining a simple case of a single
prosumer, so the reader is able to understand and verify the operation of the HEMS easily,
and check out how it uses the overall flexibility available in loads, EVs and batteries
located at home, to create a new optimal consumption schedule in order to minimize the
total final electricity cost of the household.
• Case Study 2: The second one focuses on analyzing the behavior of a LEC formed by ten
prosumers, which will also aim at minimizing their total electric cost individually. It is
analyzed how each individual household optimization affects the stability and behavior
of the distribution grid. At first sight, it seems most likely that in times where the elec-
tricity prices are lower, there will be a greater demand for electricity purchases than in
periods where electricity prices are higher. Once the Case Study 2 results are obtained,
a power-flow study of the electricity distribution system is analyzed in a simple way in
order to give a general idea of its behavior when a critical situation occurs.
Both Case Studies have two different scenarios:
• Case Study 1.1/ 2.1: the electricity generated by the PV generators or stored in the batter-
ies can not be sold to the grid, only the purchase of electricity is allowed.
• Case Study 1.2 / 2.2: It is allowed to buy and also sell energy to the grid. This sale of
energy will be delivered in exchange for an financial compensation for the end-user per
kWh injected into the grid.
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For a better understanding, the case studies explained above are summarized in the following
diagram in Figure 6.1
FIGURE 6.1: Case Studies
The following general assumptions are valid for all case studies and for each of the ten pro-
sumers.
6.1 Input data
For the purpose of making the case studies as realistic as possible, real consumption data and
photovoltaic generation of different smart houses located in the city of Austin, Texas have been
used. The reason for selecting this location is mainly based on the availability and wide variety
of real consumption data: devices with a shiftable or curtailable load profile, photovoltaic gen-
eration and real EV charging profile. Data used in this work has been obtained from DataPort
[12] , a vast database of original and curated data that ranges from utility market operations
to appliance-level consumer behavioral research. It can be said that the weather in Texas is
similar to the southern half of Spain. The United States consumption pattern is not exactly the
same as the Spanish: it tends to be a little bit more flattened, but this is not important because
the objective is to create a basis of a real example with real data.
The characteristics of each household are shown below in Table 6.1. All of them are large two-
story houses. Only households with EVs, PV generation, air conditioner and shiftable loads
were chosen:
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TABLE 6.1: Prosumers household characteristics
Prosumer Construction Year Total area (m2)
0 2009 379
1 1989 276
2 2006 314
3 2009 234
4 1993 287
5 2008 281
6 2007 197
7 2007 268
8 2004 326
9 2005 210
The proposed four scenarios take place on July 22th of 2017, the hottest day of the year in
Austin. This day has been chosen since it is when the electricity consumption is higher, because
of the use of air conditioning. Naturally, all the collection data taken from DataPort is from that
specific day.
In all Case Studies it is assumed that the starting period (t = 0) is at 6 am and it ends at 5:45
am of the following day. This schedule allows us to shift a EV charging session at night and
play with the low prices at that time. Each period of time is 15 minutes long, with a total of 96
time-slots.
For this Master Thesis, it is considered that the input data has no error, in other words, a deter-
ministic algorithm is used to simulate the HEMS behavior: given a particular input, the HEMS
will always produce the same output, always passing through the same sequence of states. It is
true that in reality the input data will have some error rate owing to the forecast, as it happens
with solar radiation.
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6.2 Reference Prices
The Spanish tariff market is briefly explained to understand and contextualize the electricity
tariff chosen for the HEMS simulation.
The end-user can choose to pay for its electricity on the free or regulated market. This difference
is important because it affects what you are going to pay for the electricity you use. The end-
user have the absolute liberty to choose which of the two he want to use. According to Endesa
[15], half of the Spanish households (13 million) are on the free market and the other half are on
the regulated market. But the free market is on the up, in fact in recent months it has overtaken
the regulated market.
But, what is the difference between them? The two markets share two of the three basic parts
of each electricity bill:
• Access fee: these are set by the government and are used to pay the costs of maintaining
the electricity grid and transporting the electricity to your home.
• Taxes
What is different in the bill is the price charged for producing electricity. This description is
shown in Figure 6.2.
The regulated market
This is also called the PVPC tariff (Precio Voluntario para el Pequeño Consumidor). This elec-
trical tariff is the one that it is going to be used in this Master Thesis. This price changes hourly
and daily demanding on the balance of supply-demand between whoever is producing en-
ergy (the generation company) and whoever is selling this energy to consumers (the company
selling the electricity).
If you have a smart meter, then this complex prices curve is applied to your bill. This means
that your bill will go up if you consume more electricity at expensive times of the day and will
go down if you consume more at the cheaper times. All consumers can ask to pay the PVPC
rate as long as they have a contract power lower than 10 kW. And they can only do so with
certain authorized companies which sell electricity. [15]
The free market
The price is set by the company, which announces it and puts it in the contract, that is to say
that you know how much each kWh you consume will cost you. Come rain or shine, no matter
if is windy, cold or hot, this is the price you are going to pay.
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FIGURE 6.2: PVPC tariff. Basic electricity bill parts of the two markets
6.2.1 Purchase electricity price
As it has been pointed out above, the tariff chosen is the PVPC, therefore the contracted power
can not be higher than 10 kW because of regulations. Hourly prices applied to all case studies
are from July 22 to July 23 from 6 am to 6 am in the morning. Table 6.2 specifies the contracted
power of each house. The normal procedure is that contracted power is never exceeded thanks
to the circuit breaker. All prosumers have this PVPC electrical tariff in their contracts for the
purchase of electricity.
TABLE 6.2: Prosumers contracted power
Prosumer 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Contracted Power (kW) 10 10 10 9 10 9 10 10 10 10
The PVPC hourly electricity prices used in this project are real data from the day 22th-23th of
July, from 06:00 am to 05:59 am of the following day. Figure 6.3 shows the real prices for that
day.
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FIGURE 6.3: PVPC tariff. Hourly electricity price (July 22th to 23th, 2017)
6.2.2 Sale electricity price
It is necessary to establish a solid baseline to set the sale price of the PV energy generation.
The electric price of the daily market published by OMIE (Operador del Mercado Ibérico de
Energía) [32] of the last two years has been used as reference in order to obtain an indicative
electricity sale value (See Figure 6.4).
FIGURE 6.4: Electricity price monthly average of the daily market in the last two
years
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To avoid falling into euphoric results, we have chosen a sale electricity price a bit below the
inter-annual average value.
Therefore, the price for selling PV surplus energy Psell is set in 4 ce/kWh and it is a constant
value for all time slots and prosumers in order to keep it simple. Battery can also inject energy
to the grid. It is considered that batteries revenues for selling energy to the grid will be the
same as PV generation: 4 ce/kWh.
6.2.3 Comfort price
With the goal of reducing their electricity bill, prosumers can sacrifice more or less their com-
fort: people can make changes to their habits in order to pay less.
Starting from the assumption that maximum comfort is the baseline consumption/generation,
the more flexibility is activated, the lower the comfort will be. For example, if the air condition-
ing is disconnected many times, our comfort will be affected because the house is not going to
be at the temperature we had in mind. Therefore, what defines comfort is the activated flexi-
bility. It is recalled that the "flexibility" term is in the objective function. A flexibility price must
be adjudicated to each flexible source: the prosumer will value his comfort rating and with that
he will propose the comfort prices and constraints to the aggregator. Flexible prices are not
something monetary, it is just a way to measure the discomfort that the user is willing to accept
in exchange for a reduction in his bill. Priority should be given to the renewable generation
like PV, so the flexibility price for the PV will be high, since we do not want to disconnect or
reduce its energy production, instead batteries can be charged with clean energy.
6.3 Flexible sources
6.3.1 Batteries
Batteries begin and end at approximately half their maximum capacity. This restriction is im-
posed because otherwise batteries would be completely discharged at the end of the simulation
time, leaving them with no stored energy for the next day. Therefore, batteries must end at ex-
actly the same capacity they started. Charging and discharging battery performance are taken
into account in this model. Tesla Powerwall battery has been used as a technical reference.
Check Table 6.3 to see its technical specifications. Batteries parameters for all prosumers are
not exactly the same as the Tesla Powerwall battery, but they operate with similar values. Also,
batteries are a little bit different from one household to another.
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TABLE 6.3: Technical specifications Tesla Powerwall battery
Battery Usable Capacity Efficiency Power
Tesla Powerwall 13,5 kWh 0,9 7 kW peak/5 kW continuous
6.3.2 EV
Electrical vehicles are just allowed to charge, in other words, they behave like loads. In most
cases, EV flexibility price is low because prosumers do not mind if the car is charged during
the night as long as the battery is full next morning.
DataPort does not provide the EV battery capacity of each prosumer neither the charging
power. Figure 6.5 shows real data of each household charging point. It is reminded that some
dwellings have two EV. From this graph, charging power could be estimated. Some EVs (EV_1,
EV_7) are around 8 kWh of charging power. Battery capacity is harder to estimate, because the
SOC at the begging of the charging session is not known.
FIGURE 6.5: Charging point baseline consumption of each household
6.3.3 PV generation
PV panels orientation and maximum output power is not provided directly by DataPort, only
the real solar generation of each existing household. Each prosumer has its own PV panels. All
PV data is taken from real houses. For further clarification, Figure 6.6 shows each prosumer
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PV energy generation per time slot. Generation functions look alike since all households are
placed in the same city: Austin. PV maximum power output of July 22th of 2017 has a wide
range of values: goes from 3,5 kW (Prosumer 4) to 5,2 kW (Prosumer 1 and 5), approximately.
This could not be the maximum output power, but at least this graph give us an idea. It is also
concluded that each household has different PV power installed. Also, renewable generation
is prioritized, so the cost for disconnecting or reducing PV electricity generation will be high:
around 0,2 eper every kWh disconnected or reduced.
FIGURE 6.6: PV baseline generation of each prosumer
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Chapter 7
Solution of the Case Studies
This section demonstrates the applicability of the developed HEMS algorithm for residential
customers. The results of the two Case Studies are presented. The hottest summer day in July
is used as a basis for all the case studies.
The way to present both case studies results will be as follows: A negative energy represents an
electricity input to the system, in this case the prosumer household. A positive energy refers to
a consumption: loads or EV and batteries charging. Both sides of the equation must have the
same amount of energy in order to meet the energy balance equation (see chapter 4 for further
information. Energy balanced for both case study: Equations 4.46 and 4.51). The resulting
graph will be visually symmetrical. The energy sold is in parentheses because depending on
the case study, it will not appear in the energy balance equation.
Net energy balance:
PVgeneration + Batterydischarging + energypurchased =
= (energysold) + Loads + Batterycharging + EV
(7.1)
FIGURE 7.1: Energy balance graphical explanation
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7.1 Case Study 1
The objective of this section is to familiarize the reader with what the HEMS solution looks
like. To do so, prosumer 5 has been selected to evaluate the HEMS performance. Figure 7.2
shows the type of house and how many flexible assets are available. This render has been
made with Rhinoceros 6.0. In order to explain the results of the HEMS simulations carried out,
several graphs will be displayed and explained, since the visual support is of vital importance
to understand the functioning of HEMS and how it manages the sources of flexibility available
to reduce the electricity bill. Each chart will be explained carefully.
Since DataPort does not provide information about the power of the devices located in each
household, neither the PV power generation, the higher consumption value of the planing
horizon is chosen in order to make the power assumption. It is intended to provide the reader
with helpfull information:
Prosumer 5 has the following flexibility assets:
• 1 battery: Available capacity of 8,5 kWh
• 1 EV: Maximum charging power of 8,8 kW
• 1 reducible PV generator. PV Power of 5,3 kW
• 2 loads curtailable disconnectable: 2 air conditioner units (unit1: 4 kW, unit2: 1 kW)
• 2 loads with a shiftable profile: dishwasher: 1,2 kW and washer machine: 0,75 kW + drier:
4 kW. Last two operate as one device.
• 1 load with a shiftable volume profile: 0,4 kW
Prosumer 5 restrictions:
• Contracted power Xmax,imp: 9 kW
• Maximum sale power Xmax,exp: 3 kW
• Maximum household capacity power Xmax,cap: 15 kW
Inflexible loads are also taken into account, but since they can not be controlled they are not
contemplated as flexible assets. Inflexible devices are TVs, lightning system, electric furnace,
microwave, etc.
Real data collected from DataPort database is used as an input to the HEMS.
Purchase price of electricity (See Figure 6.3) will appear in all the following result representa-
tion to have as reference, since the flexibility activated and batteries performance depend on
it.
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FIGURE 7.2: Type of household for all prosumers and case studies
7.1.1 Case Study 1.1:
Prosumer 5 is not allowed to sell back to the grid the surplus energy produced by the PV
generators or discharge batteries in exchange for economic compensation. It is therefore logical
that the prosumer seeks to be as energy self-sufficient as possible in order to buy less energy to
the grid. Solar generation and batteries will play a significant role.
The baseline consumption and PV generation are represented in Figure 7.3. The dotted line
refers to the hourly electricity price and the time interval t = 0 corresponds to the 6 a.m. There
is a total of 96 periods, 15 min each time interval. This baseline plot does not have into account
batteries.
As it can be seen in the graphic mentioned in the previous paragraph, there will be periods
where the PV energy generated exceeds the overall demand.
In time interval 54, which is between 19:30h and 19:45h, there is a maximum power demand
of 10,16 kW, which is higher than the contracted power constraint of 9 kW imposed for the
optimization model. It must be said that the contracted power restriction is imposed on the
optimization model, not on the collected data. We will see how the HEMS manages this high
consumption during high electricity prices, along with the imposition of contracted power, in
order to not exceed it.
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FIGURE 7.3: Prosumer 5 baseline consumption and PV generation
Once the previous figure has been displayed and understood, it is logical that the following
question arises: how much energy does each load described at the beginning of this section
consume? Figure 7.4 responds to this question and shows detailed consumption of each type
of load. EVs can be considered as a load, since they are only allowed to charge.
FIGURE 7.4: Prosumer 5 detailed baseline consumption and PV generation
Due to all the case studies analysis are carried out in the hottest day of the year, a large share of
the consumption comes from the air conditioning units, which are curtailable disconnectable
loads. Since the air conditioning is a power intensive device, the higher the outside tempera-
ture, the higher the electric consumption will be.
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HEMS optimization model results
The HEMS optimization model has been simulated entering the data that have been described
in the previous section.
The solution was obtained with a computational time of 1,24767 seconds on a Laptop with a
processor core i7 at 2,60 GHz and 8 GB of RAM.
The main result obtained (the objective function solution) is the minimized energy cost, which
is showed in the following Table 7.1. Two cost are compared: Prosumer baseline energy cost
versus the optimized total cost. It must be noted that the baseline cost do not have batteries
in its system, just PV generation. This cost can be defined as the energy bill that the prosumer
would have to pay if he had not flexible assets, having the same consumption and generation
profile.
TABLE 7.1: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.1. Total electricity cost comparison
Baseline cost Optimized cost Electricity bill reduction
Prosumer 5 8,15 e 7,03 e 13,71%
The final amount of energy that the prosumer needs to purchase is represented in Figure 7.5.
PV final generation and battery performance are also represented, because the behavior of each
device will help us to understand the HEMS performance. From this chart the following con-
clusions are drawn:
- Battery charges mainly in periods where there is an overproduction of solar energy and when
the electricity price is the lowest.
- Battery discharges mainly in periods during the electricity prices are high.
- The largest purchase of energy occurs when there is no solar radiation.
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FIGURE 7.5: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.1. Energy bought, battery performance
and PV generation
Now the HEMS resolution is explained in depth. The following questions will be answered:
what flexible sources provide flexibility? how much flexibility is activates? how the shiftable
loads are re-scheduled? how much amount of energy has been curtailed from the curtailable
loads?
General results are displayed in Figure 7.6. The total amount of energy needed to be bought, the
PV generation, the battery performance and the total consumption (loads and EV) are shown.
Let’s take a look at the behavior of the battery: on the one hand, it discharges mostly during
the highest energy prices periods. On the other, the battery charges when the electricity price is
the cheapest and when there is a PV surplus of energy generation and instead of reducing that
clean and cost-zero energy, the battery charges in order to inject electricity afterwards during
the expensive price energy periods.
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FIGURE 7.6: Prosumer 5 HEMS performance
Figure 7.7 shows the same outputs as Figure 7.6, but distinguishes between EV, flexible and
inflexible loads. EV charging point profile has shifted and grouped its volume from expensive
to a little less expensive periods. As it has been pointed out before, there is an associated
shifting cost that has to do with the end-user discomfort. This is why EV is not shifted further
to period 72, where electricity is cheaper, because it would ultimately be more expensive due
to EV charging session would have to be shifted at least 14 periods from the baseline.So EV
charging point groups as much as possible the charging EV volume to the lower prices, without
exceeding the maximum charging power: 8,8 kW. Also, prosumer 5 has set a hight flexibility
price: 0,07 e/kWh shifted.
FIGURE 7.7: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.1. Detailed HEMS performance
Total flexibility activated from flexible sources
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The total amount of flexibility activated by the flexible sources is represented in Figure 7.8.
Positive flexibility means up regulation and negative, down regulation. That explanation is
schematically summarized in Table 7.2.
TABLE 7.2: Flexibility definition
Positive Flexibility Negative Flexibility
↑ generation ↓ generation
↓ consumption ↑ consumption
battery charging battery discharging
FIGURE 7.8: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.1. Total flexibility activated from all flexi-
ble sources
Flexibility activated from battery
A battery is a device whose main use is to give flexibility. It is therefore considered that it can
be controlled very precisely in its charge and discharge process.
The main technical and physical parameters that have been taken into account in the battery
flexible model are defined in order to understand the battery behavior after the HEMS opti-
mization model has been carried out (See Table 7.3). Both charging and discharging efficiencies
are 0,95. The output and input power is a little bit low because degradations needs to be avoid,
and according to B. Xu [6], lifetime battery last longer if it works with small amounts of energy
charging and discharging. The degradation cost is that cost charging.
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TABLE 7.3: Prosumer 5 Battery parameters
cost charging max ch max disch max SOC min SOC SOC initial SOC final
(e/kWh) kW kW kWh kWh kWh kWh
Battery 0,03 3 3 10 1,5 6,5 6,5
Battery starts and ends in the same state of charge: 6,5 kWh (see Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10) It
reaches its maximum capacity in period 39, being charged mostly with surplus solar energy. It
is verified that this maximum SOC limit is never exceeded. Coinciding with the time slots of
higher electricity prices, the battery is discharged. It is checked also that the maximum power
allowed for charging and discharging is never exceed (3 kW maximum). In the last periods,
when the price of energy reaches its minimum, the batteries are charged in order to comply
with the final SOC restriction, equal to 6,5 kWh.
FIGURE 7.9: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.1. Flexibility activated from battery
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FIGURE 7.10: Prosumer 5: Battery performance
Flexibility activated from loads
In this particular prosumer case, the air conditioner conditions to activate its flexibility are
the following: (activating flexibility means that the device is disconnected in order to reduce
its energy consumption) during two periods in a row (half an hour), the air conditioning is
allowed to be disconnected, leaving 6 periods between one disconnection and another. Just
three disconnections are allowed. One air unit is cheaper than the other, so it will tend to be
disconnected first the cheapest one (0,03 e/kWh versus 0,07e/kWh). These restrictions are
needed to keep the prosumer comfort level. Otherwise, comfort would be reduced, since the
home temperature would increase if the air conditioner remains disconnected during the hight
electricity price periods. As it is summer season, air conditioning disconnecting prices are a
little bit high in order to keep the customer indoor temperature comfort. Figure 7.11 shows
how the air unit is disconnected two periods maximum and rests six until it is turned off again.
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FIGURE 7.11: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.1. Flexibility activated from loads
7.1.2 Case Study 1.2:
Unlike the Case Study 1.1, here the prosumer 5 is allowed to sell electricity back to the grid
in exchange for economic compensation, as well as buy when necessary to meet the optimal
energy balance. As mentioned in the previous sections, the sale price for the electric energy has
been set at 0,04 e/kWh. It is a constant parameter during the time period studied, and applies
to batteries that discharge to grid and solar generation.
The input data, assumptions and restrictions are exactly the same as in the previous case; the
only thing that changes is that the possibility of selling energy is added. Because of that, a
maximum power of sale restriction is imposed (which is the half of the contracted power: 4,5
kW)
It is therefore not necessary to explain and show again the prosumer 5 consumption and PV
generation pattern (check Figure 7.3 if necessary). We go directly to the graphical presentation
of the present case study results.
HEMS optimization model results
After running the HEMS model, results are displayed in Figure 7.12, which presents an overview
image of the optimization. A total amount of 1,48 kWh was sold.
The solution was obtained with a computational time of 1,14793 seconds on a Laptop with a
processor core i7 at 2,60 GHz and 8 GB of RAM.
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The same previous section steps will be followed in order to explain the results. The minimized
energy cost obtained is showed in the Table 7.4 along with the baseline cost.
TABLE 7.4: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.2. Total cost comparison
Baseline cost Optimized cost Electricity bill reduction
Prosumer 5 7,95 e 7,00e 11,88%
The final amount of energy that prosumer 5 sells and purchases is represented in Figure 7.12.
PV final generation and battery performance are represented as well. The reader can see that
the energy bought does never exceed the 9 kW contracted power.
FIGURE 7.12: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.2. Energy bought, sold, battery and PV
generation
From this chart the following conclusions are drawn: It is noticeable that the total amount of
energy sold is negligible. The entire electricity sold takes place after period 29, right at the mo-
ment when the battery reaches its maximum capacity: 10 kWh (See Table 7.3 in order to check
the battery parameters). Battery can never exceed that maximum SOC in no case and under no
circumstances: Figure 7.13 corroborates it.
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FIGURE 7.13: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.2. Battery performance
So since the battery is fully charged and there is no enough electricity demand to consume that
surplus energy, there is two options: either reduce the power of the photovoltaic panels or sell
that excess power to the grid.
Recalling the objective function (Equation 7.2), it is clear that selling energy back to the grid
minimizes more the final total energy cost, since reducing the PV generation leads to an ad-
ditional flexibility cost. Moreover, the HEMS aims to prioritize the self-consumption, so the
flexibility cost for reducing PV renewable energy is very high.
min o. f . = ∑
t∈T
(Pretail,buyt · χbuyt )−∑
t∈T
(Pretail,sellt · χsellt ) + f lexibilityt (7.2)
As the amount of electricity sold is very low (1,48 kWh), total energy cost results are almost the
same from the previous case study. For this reason, only results that give us new information
will be shown.
The HEMS optimization results in Figure 7.14 show the amount of energy sold after the battery
reaches its full capacity.
7.2 Case Study 2
This case brings together 10 prosumers, all of them with EV, photovoltaic generation, two air
conditioning units, batteries, flexible and inflexible loads. These ten prosumers are therefore a
LEC. The objective of Case Study 2 is to check the distribution grid behavior under the follow-
ing condition: each prosumer wants to reduce its own electricity bill.
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FIGURE 7.14: Prosumer 5. Case study 1.2. HEMS performance results
In order to give that flexibility service, each house is optimized separately. Once all the indi-
vidual results are obtained, they are all add up to have the total amount of energy purchased,
sold, PV generation and batteries operation. There are two different cases to consider:
- Case study 2.1: LEC can only purchase energy from the grid.
- Case Study 2.2: LEC can purchase and sell energy back to the grid.
Having already analyzed Case Study 1.2 it could be predicted that the total amount of energy
sold by the LEC to the grid will be very small.
The operation of the HEMS for a single prosumer has been already explained in the previous
Case Study 1, so it will not be necessary to repeat information already clearly presented. The
graphs will only show the sum total of all the individual household results. In case the reader
wants to see each individual prosumer outcome, Appendix C summarizes the ten HEMS opti-
mizations carried out in order to analyses the present case study.
It has already been said that all prosumers are equipped with batteries, but some households
have two instead of one: specifically Prosumers 0, 3 and 7. The following Table 7.5 shows the
battery capacity of all the batteries in each dwelling in order to have a reference of the available
flexibility and how this could affect (or not) the total energy cost.
TABLE 7.5: Prosumers Battery capacity
Prosumer 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Total max capacity (kWh) 23 14 15 22 14 10 20 23 13,5 18
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It is appropriate to clarify that in this section, contrary to the previous one, for reasons of a
better understanding, the purchase of energy is positively represented. It is previously notified
because it is understood that could be some confusion.
7.2.1 Case Study 2.1:
As has also been done in the previous case study, the average reduction of the total cost of the
total invoice for the LEC is shown in Table 7.6.
TABLE 7.6: LEC. Case study 2.1 Total cost comparison
Total sum baseline cost Total sum optimized cost Electricity bill reduction average
LEC (10 prosumers) 98,72 e 79,20 e 19,77%
Total energy bought by the LEC is drawn along with the curve that represents the hourly prices
of that purchased electricity, all represented in Figure 7.15. The highest peak purchase occurs
during the time slots where the purchased price of electricity is low. If the objective function
seeks to minimize the total energy cost of each prosumer, it makes sense that in periods where
electricity is more expensive, the amount of energy purchased will be less in order to save
money. In fact, the minimum amount of energy purchased is just in the time interval where
the cost of energy has its maximum and right after prices decreases, LEC buys energy. This
situation will produce a rebound effect in the system, since it goes from a minimum to almost a
maximum peak in the distribution system energy demand (period 70 to 75). In the next chapter
a load-flow will be performed with those two scenarios, in order to ensure a stability, quality
and guarantee of supply to the customer.
It is also observed that during the periods when there is solar radiation, exactly from 5 to 59
time interval, the power purchase is low, since load consumption is mainly fed by photovoltaic
generation.
The following Figure 7.16 clarifies a little bit more the functioning of the LEC. The blue line
represents the total consumption of the ten prosumers in each time slot. The garnet red line
indicates the total amount of energy that has been needed to be bought in order to meet the
energy balance.
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FIGURE 7.15: LEC. Case study 2.1. Energy bought and PV generation
FIGURE 7.16: LEC. Case study 2.1. total energy purchased and consumed
Therefore, Figure 7.16 shows the share of energy purchased over the total LEC consumption.
The consumption during the solar radiation hours is mainly supplied by the PV generators,
hence that valley in the total energy bought during periods 5 to 59 (solar radiation time inter-
vals). On the other hand, during the night most of the EV charging session occurs, as displayed
on the Figure 7.17. Many EV charging point baseline are set close to night period (See Figure
6.5), where electricity prices are low. Since cars in most houses are not going to be used until
next day, they charge during the cheapest time intervals (the night). This is a true statement for
those vehicles that start their charging session close to the night. For those whose EV baseline
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charging session is far away from night time, it is not worth it to shift it due to the discomfort
cost mentioned in Chapter 6.
Batteries are also charged during the night period, because they have been discharged previ-
ously during the hours with the highest price of electricity and they must remain with the same
SOC they started. From period 70, all the electricity consumed by the LEC is provided by the
grid. During the first hours of the morning it also occupies a high share.
Since it is the hottest day of summer and the air conditioning is a power intensive appliance,it
would be interesting to represent and get to know the share of air conditioner units over the
total consumption. Figure 7.17 shows that information. EV charging points and all air con-
ditioning units are placed one on top of the other. Period 45 (from 17:15 to 17:30) is the time
interval where there is a higher overall HVAC consumption. It is noticeable that the air condi-
tioning energy consumed is higher during radiation hours.
FIGURE 7.17: LEC. Case study 2.1. Total EV and air conditioner consumption
The following Figure 7.18 represents all the energy sources that provide electricity to the LEC:
the total energy bought to the grid, the discharge of all batteries included in the LEC (charging
periods are also showed) and the total renewable photovoltaic generation. It is interesting to
see how in the same period, some batteries charge and other discharge. This is due to many
factors: battery capacity, consumption pattern, PV generation output power, etc. As it has
been already said, LEC batteries discharge mostly during the most expensive electricity price
periods: from 60 to 71. Also, before reaching the end of the planning horizon, batteries take
advantage to charge during electricity prices in order to finish with the same SOC that they
started.
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7.2.2 Case Study 2.2:
The total sale of energy is negligible, as shown in Figure 7.19, Therefore, the function represent-
ing the amount of electricity purchased is quite similar to the case study before.
FIGURE 7.19: LEC. Case study 2.2. Total energy purchased and sold
In order to prove the reader that quite similar optimization results are achieved in both case
studies 2.1 and 2.2, a comparison between electricity bill reduction in both cases is showed in
Table 7.7
TABLE 7.7: Comparison between case study 2.1 and case study 2.2 of the electrical
bill reduction by prosumer
Prosumer Case Study 2.1 Case Study 2.2
0 56,50% 56,85%
1 29,60% 25,49%
2 7,98% 8,01%
3 20,75% 21,22%
4 5,4%4 5,54%
5 13,71% 11,88%
6 22,41% 20,81%
7 24,26% 22,71%
8 8,57% 8,73%
9 23,35% 21,49%
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It can be concluded that the revenue for selling back electricity to the grid is not high enough to
prioritize the sale in front of charging batteries, for example. It starts to be worth selling energy
from 0,08 e/kWh.
Figure 7.20 resumes the HEMS performance of the present case study. Results are quite similar
to case study 2.1.
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Chapter 8
Load-Flow Analysis
In the present chapter, a Load-flow analysis of the Case Study 2.1 is studied, where 10 pro-
sumers can only purchase energy to the grid in case they need to.
A load-flow study is made in order to determine the voltages, real and reactive power flows of
our system under a given load conditions. Load flow calculations are used to analyze power
systems under steady-state conditions, where steady-state is defined as a condition in which
all the variables and parameters are assumed to be constant during the period of observation.
This load-flow study aims to answer the following questions:
- Are the voltages of every busbar in the power system acceptable?
- Does the power system have a weakness? If so, where are they located and how can I coun-
termeasure them?
Then proceed to answer the last two questions. With the Case Study 2.1 results in hand (Figure
8.1) , it may be observed that the total LEC energy purchase is quite variable: it goes from
almost zero when the electricity price is the highest, to a quite high value right after electricity
prices drop. Due to what has been said previously, the following question arises: how does the
distribution grid behaves and responds to the high fluctuation of the LEC energy purchase?
It is necessary to clarify that, unlike the figures that show the optimization results of Chapter
7, here the total amount of energy purchased is represented with positive values.
In order to answer this question, it is necessary and highly recommended to carry out a load-
flow study, to clarify and determine how the system will react to critical periods that may occur.
As it has already been reminded above, the Figure 8.1, represents the total electric power pur-
chased by the LEC over a period of 24 hours. Two critical points of the proposed system will
be studied, both are indicated on the graphical results representation as MIN and MAX: MIN
refers to the period where the minimum energy purchased is achieved. In the opposite way,
MAX indicates the period where the maximum energy purchased is reached.
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FIGURE 8.1: LEC. Case Study 2.1. Maximum and minimum energy purchased
periods.
8.1 Load Flow Scheme
The proposed clustering architecture is radial. Figure 8.2 shows the grid connexion, the power
transformer, the bus bar system, the distribution of prosumers and the connecting lines con-
nection lines between them.
The frequency of the electrical system is 50 Hz. The power transformer selected has an apparent
power of 120 kVA. All ten dwellings have a contracted power equal or lower than 10 kW, so
in normal operation, the maximum power demanded by the LEC will never exceed the 100
kW. An extra margin of 20 kVA is added just in case. The simultaneity factor should also be
taken into account, but since this is a general load-flow study, this project does not go that far.
If the distribution system needs to be expanded by adding new households for example, the
transformer capacity must be increased to be able to support new loads in the system.
The proposed conductor for the electrical wiring is aluminum with XLPE insulation. There
are two different types of conductors in the proposed system: RHZ1-240 and RHZ1-150, with a
conductor cross-section of 240 and 150 mm2, respectively. The conductor with a larger diameter
is used for longer distances in order to minimize losses. Figure 8.2 shows those conductors and
the distance.
For loads (prosumers), an inductive power factor of 0,95 is assumed.
Due to legal regulations, bus-bar voltage values should not exceed 7% of the value per unit
(pu). In other words, a voltage greater than 1,07 p.u. or lower than 0,93 p.u, it is not convenient
for the distribution system due to quality issues of electricity supply, among other reasons.
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FIGURE 8.2: LEC distribution system scheme
In Figure 8.2, bus-bars have a greater thickness than the other lines. Two bus-bar colors are
used: black color for low voltage bus-bar (400 V) and brown for medium voltage bus-bar (5
kV).
Next section presents the two load flow study results.
8.2 Load Flow Results
In order to perform the two load-flow studies, DIgSILENT PowerFactory software is used.
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For both load-flow studies. the bus-bar displays its voltage and unit values, while distribu-
tion network lines and power transformer show the loading range and the active and reactive
power. Loads display just the active and reactive power that they consume in that test period.
As it has been pointed out before, The power factor estimated in every single households is
0,95. Knowing the active power and the power factor, PowerFactory is able to calculate itself
the reactive power.
8.2.1 Minimum power purchase
The result of this particular load-flow study is showed in Figure 8.3. The bus-bar voltage is a
little bit higher than it is suppose to be, but at least it is below than 1,07%, so it is an acceptable
value. The power transformer works at the 2,15% of its full capacity, which is a very low rate.
FIGURE 8.3: Case Study 2.1. Load-flow analysis. Minimum power purchase
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8.2.2 Maximum power purchase
The results of the analysis are shown in the Figure 8.4 below.
The red color in the power transformer indicates that there is a congestion due to the high
loading rate. It is working at 85,39% of its capacity. As loads are connected, the LV bus-bar
voltage decreases, reaching a minimum of 391,5 volts (0,98 pu) at the end of the longest line
connexion. The voltage drop is acceptable since it never exceeds 7 % of the required value,
being the maximum drop a 4%
FIGURE 8.4: Case Study 2.1. Load-flow analysis. Maximum power purchase
8.3 Conclusions of the Load-flow analysis
It is therefore concluded that the LEC architecture is correct, as well as the connectors chosen,
since large energy losses are not generated during its transportation. It must be said that the
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connectors are a little bit oversized, owing to a possible network extension.
Concerning the power transformer, if the number of loads in the system raises, the existing
transformer must be replaced by one with more apparent power to cope with that increase of
energy demand, since in the maximum purchase of electricity is working at the 85,39% of its
full capacity.
Finally, voltage drops are not a concern in this case:
- In the minimum power purchased scenario it is not appreciated any voltage drop from the
power transformer to the LV bus-bars.
- In the maximum power purchased scenario the highest voltage drop is 4 p.u. (4%): from 1,02
in the power transformer to 0,98 in the two bus-bar.
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Chapter 9
Project Planning
The objective of this chapter is to define, prepare, integrate and coordinate the planned tasks.
The Gantt Diagram defines how the project has been executed.
The 20-week project duration appears on the upper abscissa axis of the Figure 9.1. In the ordi-
nate axis the tasks are defined, which are divided into four main blocks:
• Theoretical Framework
• Practical Framework
• Writing
• Conclusions
FIGURE 9.1: Master Thesis Planning
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Chapter 10
Budget estimation
The budget of this project takes into consideration the research and development of this present
thesis, as well as the required material to carry out this work.
10.1 Labor costs
In this section, personal labor costs are calculated in Table10.1:
TABLE 10.1: Project labor costs
Concept Hourly Wage (e/h) Hours (h) Total (e)
Research 30 90 2700
HEMS programming code 30 320 9600
HEMS simulation 30 60 1800
Writing 30 180 5400
Subtotal 590 19 500
10.2 Office material
This section includes all the software and office materials necessary to develop this project.
The cost of the open-source software does not appear in the following table because all of them
are open-source (Python, Pyomo) or a student license has been requested in order to get a free
limited version (Gurobi)
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The budget considers that amortization period for laptop and software lasts three years. The
study took six months to be developed. Table 10.2 shows the material costs associated to the
project.
TABLE 10.2: Project material costs and software
Item Cost per item (e/item) Number of items Amortized cost (e)
Laptop i7 900 1 150
Office supplies - - 20
Subtotal 170
Finally, the total budget estimation is show in Table 10.3:
TABLE 10.3: Total budget
Concept Costs (e)
Labor costs 19500
Office material 170
Subtotal 19670
VAT (21%) 5286,5
TOTAL 31236,5
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Chapter 11
Environmental Impact
The present chapter studies the environmental impact produced by the realization of this project,
not by its supposed execution. The study is a technical-administrative procedure that serves to
identify, evaluate and describe the environmental impacts that the project has produced.
An estimation of all the energy used during these almost five months of work will be made:
electrical devices (Table 11.1) and transportations (Table 11.2) are having into account. Given
all these ,an environmental impact is carried out.
There is a heating unit in the working place that has been turned on during winter season
(295h). In order to know the emissions generated per person, the heat energy consumption has
been divided by the number of people working in the office (10).
According to transportation, the subway has been used to get to the working site. According
to TMB [47], Barcelona Subway CO2 emissions per passenger per kilometer are 15 grams (each
day is a 6,4 km round trip).
TABLE 11.1: Electrical appliances
Device Power Operating hours Energy
Units kW/person h kWh
Laptop 0,08 590 47,20
Extra computer screen 0,055 590 32,45
Heating unit 0,125 295 36,88
Subtotal 116,53
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TABLE 11.2: Transportation
Transport Distance days CO2 produced
Units km h kg
Subway 6,4 100 9,6
Subtotal 9,6
According to [29], the 2017 Spanish electric mix produces 392 g CO2/kWh. So the result
achieved in Table 11.1 will be multiplied by that value in order to obtain the emissions pro-
duced by the electrical devices used.
Finally, the emissions produced by electrical appliances and transportation to the workplace are
added to obtain the total CO2 emissions produced during the execution of this Master Thesis.
(Table 11.3)
TABLE 11.3: Total project emissions
Concept Energy CO2 produced
Units kWh kg
Electrical devices 116,53 45,68
Transport 9,60
TOTAL 55,28
Transportation may not be included, but it has been taken into account to obtain a final data
according to reality.
The amount of CO2 produced for by this project is estimated to be 55,28 kg.
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Conclusion
The integration of DER into the electrical system directly implies an increase in the self-consumption
of electrical energy in the households that own that renewable resource. As a direct conse-
quence, this trend generates, as it has already been proven in this work, a high variable and
intermittent power purchase to the grid.
Furthermore, the prosumer flexibility service, which only seeks the individual benefit, brings
even more problems related to the stability and quality of the electrical supply. The proposed
architecture of the distribution system for the ten households supports these variations, in part
thanks to the restriction of the contracted power, which can never be exceeded.
From this work, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• The sale price of electricity is not high enough to prioritize that sale, it will always be the
last option. Charging batteries is a priority in order to discharge them during periods
where the electricity price is high. Therefore, there is hardly extra saving by selling to the
grid.
• It can be affirmed that the total energy cost has been reduced in all case studies and
flexibility provided by batteries is one of the most important assets in the HEMS.
• When electricity prices drop at night time, there is a high increase of energy purchased
from the grid. During the most expensive periods, electricity purchased is minimum.
• With regard to the load-flow analysis, the voltage drop in the case study 2.1 remains
within the regulations limits in all the LV distribution system at both, the minimum and
maximum electricity purchase period.
For future work, the following proposals are suggested:
• To study the stochastic variability of the input data, taking into account the errors in the
forecast, such as the prediction of solar radiation for example.
• To investigate and add more flexibility models to the HEMS in order to provide a broader
range of options. For example an EV model in which the battery can charge/discharge
energy to the grid.
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• To join several flexibility services at the same time, establishing operational priorities. As
instance, combine a prosumer flexibility service along with a DSO flexibility service: if the
grid is overloaded, the DSO flexibility request (both up and down regulation) would be
attended first, leaving aside the minimization of the individual prosumer invoice, only
during those requested periods. If this happens, it would be necessary to compensate
each prosumer economically for giving that flexibility asked. This ensures the proper
functioning of the distribution grid without leaving the customers unhappy.
• Regarding the load-flow analysis performed, it could be extended to carry out a study for
each time slot, obtaining 96 load-flow results. This would have a clearer and more concise
image of the HEMS behavior and how its operation affects the distribution network.
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Appendix A
Resolution of a semi-continuous
variable. GDP model
As IBM defines [49], a semi-continuous variable x is a variable that by default can take the
value 0 (zero) or any value between its lower bound l and its upper bound u. The lower bound
must be finite and greater than zero, but the upper bound does not need to. This can be written
as:
x ∈ 0∪ [l, u] (A.1)
The logical connective that represents this operator OR is typically written as A ∨ B. A graphic
example of a semi-continuous variable x is shown below, where x can be 0 or between [l, u]
bounds:
FIGURE A.1: Example of a semi-continuous variable. [44]
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There are two flexible mathematical models that have a semi-continuous variable in this Master
Thesis: shiftable volume load and EV controllable interruptible. In both cases, it is assumed
that 0 ≤ l ≤ u.
A.1 Shiftable volume load. Disjunction problem in Pyomo
Shiftable volume load mathematical formulation is chosen in order to explain this procedure.
EV controllable interruptible follows the same steps.
As it was already explained in Chapter 4, the final amount of electricity consumed ωt,l from
load unit l ∈ Lv in period t ∈ T is a semi-continuous variable. The following two constraints
(Equation A.2) form a disjunctive inequality [8]:
Eminl ≤ ωt,l ≤ Emaxl OR ωt,l = 0 ∀l ∈ Lv, ∀t ∈ T (A.2)
To solve this disjunctive inequality, mainly two sources were consulted: Q. Chen [36] and
W. E. Hart [48]. Generalized Disjunctive Programs, from now on GDPs, address optimiza-
tion problems involving both discrete and continuous decision variables. In figure A.3, a flow
chart of how to solve semi-continuous variable problem is shown. Below, there is a theoretical
explanation of each step, based on that scheme:
GDP Model formulation
• Step I. A common feature of many discrete optimization problems is the selection among
two or more discrete choices. These decisions imply additional restrictions on the fea-
sible problem space. When U is finite, which is our case, this property can be enforced
by defining a boolean indicator variable Y and defining those constraints. This can be
expressed algebraically as it is shown in equations A.3 and in section I in figure A.3 as
well For clarification purposes, x = ωt,l .
L ·Y ≤ x
x ≤ U ·Y
Eminl ·Y ≤ x
x ≤ Emaxl ·Y
(A.3)
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• Step II. The boolean indicator variable Y determines which constraint is enforced, de-
pending if it set to 0 or 1.
– If Y = 1
Eminl ≤ x
x ≤ Emaxl
(A.4)
– If Y = 0
0 ≤ x
x ≤ 0
(A.5)
• Step III. In this framework, the logical decisions are represented as sets of disjunctions
and logical constraints. Pyomo models each constraint (named collections in [48]) using
a special type of block called a disjunct, which belongs to the pyomo.gdp package. Each
disjunct contains a Boolean indicator variable Y and a set of constraints (it can also be just
one constraint) that is only enforced when Y is true.[48] This set of inequalities results in
two separate solution spaces representing the constraints associated with the two alter-
natives.That is, either the constraint in the disjunct Eminl ≤ ωt,l ≤ Emaxl is enforced, OR the
constraint in the disjunct ωt,l = 0 is enforced. This explanation is shown in figure A.2. A
GDP model is already built.
FIGURE A.2: Modeling a GDP model with Pyomo
As you may noticed, in this step x has been changed by ωt,l .
GDP Model Resolution
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• Step IV. After creating and declaring the Abstract model components (sets, parameters,
variables, constraints and objective function) a model instance is specified. Pyomo sup-
ports modeling and scripting but does not install a solver automatically. In order to solve
a model, there must be a solver installed on the computer to be used. Glpk solver will
solve the problem instance.
• Step V. Once the GDP Model is created, and consequently the instance, it is necessary
to apply reformulations to transform the GDP Model into an equivalent Mixed Integer
(Non) Linear Programing Model, MI(N)LP model, so the solver can obtain a solution.
The easiest way to do that is using the (included) Big-M or Convex Hull transformation.
The standard conversions from GDP model to MILP/MINLP are defined below. For more
information consult W. E. Hart [48] :
– Big-M reformulation (BM): leads to smaller formulations. For linear models, the BM
transformation can estimate reasonably tight value. In shiftable volume load and
EV controllable interruptible a Big-M transformation is applied.
– Convex Hull reformulation (HR): the convex hull reformulation is only valid for
linear and convex nonlinear problems. Non-convex problems are not supported.
– Hybrid BM/HR reformulation: an advanced transformation cited in [36].
A key challenge in reformulating GDP models is the generation of MILPs/MINLPs with
tight continuous relaxations without growing the problem to an intractable size.
Pyomo includes this reformulation capability in the already mentioned pyomo.gdp pack-
age, which extends the core modeling environment to represent GDP models. This pack-
age defines two new constructs as two new components: Disjunct and Disjunction (Figure
A.2). When you declare a Disjunct, it will automatically have a binary variable “indicator
var” defined and attached to it. After that, it is just a variable like any other one. How to
implement the pyomo.gdp package in the code will be shown later.
• Step VI. Finally, after passing the MI(N)LP Model through the solver, an optimal solution
is obtained.
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FIGURE A.3: GDP model resolution approach with Pyomo
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A.2 Practical example. Code formulation
After reading and understanding the theoretical disjunction model and how to solve it, now
in this section it is intended to show two simple study cases. The code of the case study I is
shown step by step along with the results in order to demonstrate the shiftable volume load
model works as we want to. (The code is at the end of this appendix).
It is proposed to solve a DSO service, that is to say, it is a flexibility customer. The DSO requests
correspond to the amount of flexible resources needed to operate the distribution grid within
the safe zone operation. It focuses on a congestion management, to avoid the thermal overload
by reducing peak loads where failure due to overloading may occur.[34]
A.2.1 Case study I: Definition
There is just one prosumer in the aggregator’s portfolio. The end-user only has one shiftable
volume load to give flexibility (Figure A.4). This is an extreme and unlikely example, but it is
a good one to explain the semi-continuous variable code and its results. Graphic results will
support the conclusions obtained for a better understanding.
FIGURE A.4: DSO flexibility service. Case study.
Below, the inputs are shown in tables.(Figures A.5, A.6). There is no need to explain again the
meaning of each parameter, due to they are all already explained in Chapter 4.
The minimum power allowed to consume is Eminl = 1 and the maximum is E
max
l = 3. To keep
it simple, in this case study price for shiftable volume load (Pvl = 0, 1 euros for each KWh)
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FIGURE A.5:
Case
study
I. DSO
request
FIGURE A.6: Case study
I. Baseline and parameters
shiftable volume load
is constant during the 10 periods. This price is later multiplied by a weighted average delay
variable τloadi,l that penalizes more the further the load is moved from the baseline. Loads should
start consuming as soon and as much as possible in order to minimize the aggregator’s costs.
A.2.2 Case study I: Results
The final amount of electricity consumed for shiftable volume load after giving flexibility to
the DSO is shown in Figure A.7. Dotted red line indicates the up regulation requested by the
DSO. Once the DSO does not request more flexibility, (see for example period t = 6) load starts
consuming the maximum power as soon as possible, limited by Emaxl parameter. As it is shown
in period t = 3, load can be interrupted when required; shiftable load is completely turned off
in that period, that is to say omega has no consumption. This is due to the Eminl restriction
Shiftable final volume (omega) matches the baseline volume. Also the whole volume is among
Tstarti,l and T
end
i,l . The present case study has an optimal cost of 0,0875 euros/KWh.
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FIGURE A.7: Case study I. Graphic result.
A.2.3 Case study II: Definition and results
Now, let’s test the code a little bit more. This case study II has exactly the same inputs as in the
previous case study I ,so they will not be mentioned again. There is just a slight difference in
the DSO request of up regulation in period t = 3, marked in red (Figure A.8):
FIGURE A.8: Case study II. DSO request
As you can see in Figure A.9 , the main difference between the present case study and the case
study I (Figure A.7) is that in period t = 3 the DSO requests 1,5 KWh of flexibility instead of 2
KWh. Now, 0,5 KWh are still left to consume by the load, but since it is no allowed to consume
less than 1 KWh (let’s remember that Eminl = 1), load consumption ωt,l in period t = 3 is set to
0 (load is switched off). It can be said that the code works as it is intended to.
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FIGURE A.9: Case study II. Graphic result.
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Thu Nov  9 09:21:56 2017
@author: Sara
"""
#pyomo packages you need to import
import pyomo.opt
from pyomo.environ import *
from pyomo.core import *
#Represent Generalized Disjunctive Programs (GDP). This package defines two new
#constructs: the disjunct and the disjunction
from pyomo.gdp import * 
#Import this function in order to generate a 3D vector named K.  
from k_aux import k_aux_function
#Another python packages you need to import
import pandas as pd
from sys import argv
import numpy as np
#___________________________________________________________
    # READING INPUTS FROM EXCEL FILE
#___________________________________________________________
# Select input file 
file = 'shiftable_volume_load.xlsx'
   
# Parse specified sheet(s) into a DataFrame
xl = pd.ExcelFile(file)
dso_request=xl.parse('dso_request')
p_load_v = xl.parse('p_v')
w_load_v = xl.parse('w_load')
t_start_v = xl.parse('t_start') 
t_end_v = xl.parse('t_end') 
v_start_v = xl.parse('v_start') 
v_end_v = xl.parse('v_end') 
i_v = xl.parse('i') 
#___________________________________________________________
    # INITIALIZE PARAMS
#___________________________________________________________
    
# Inputs should be in dict
# SETS #
init_t = dso_request.index
init_l_v = p_load_v.index
init_i_v = i_v.index 
# PARAMETERS #
# DSO request UP and DOWN regulation
init_dso_up = dso_request['up'].to_dict()
init_dso_down = dso_request['down'].to_dict()
# Shiftable Volume Parametes
init_p_load_v = p_load_v['cost'].to_dict()
init_e_min_v = p_load_v['e_min'].to_dict()
init_e_max_v = p_load_v['e_max'].to_dict()
init_w_load_v = {(period, shiftload): w_load_v[shiftload][period] for period in 
init_t for shiftload in init_l_v} 
init_t_start_v = {(i,shiftload): t_start_v[shiftload][i] for i in init_i_v for 
shiftload in init_l_v}
init_t_end_v = {(i,shiftload): t_end_v[shiftload][i]  for i in init_i_v for 
shiftload in init_l_v} 
init_v_start_v = {(i,shiftload): v_start_v[shiftload][i] for i in init_i_v for 
shiftload in init_l_v}
init_v_end_v = {(i,shiftload): v_end_v[shiftload][i]  for i in init_i_v for 
shiftload in init_l_v} 
# K VECTOR #
#Create a 3D array of zeros
k_aux_dimension = np.zeros((len(init_p_load_v),len(init_i_v),len(init_t)))
# As pd.DataFrame is just for 2D, pd.Panel is used here (3D)
k_aux = pd.Panel(k_aux_dimension)
# Call k_aux_function to fullfill the 3D panel with the corresponding values
k_aux = k_aux_function(k_aux, t_start_v, t_end_v, v_start_v, v_end_v, init_t, 
init_l_v,init_i_v)
# It is necesary to transform pd.Panel to dict
k_aux_dict = {(i,shiftload,t): k_aux_dimension[shiftload][i][t]  for i in 
init_i_v for shiftload in init_l_v for t in init_t} 
#___________________________________________________________
    # ABSTRACT MODEL
#___________________________________________________________
model = AbstractModel()
### SETS ###
model.t = Set(initialize=init_t)
model.l_v = Set(initialize=init_l_v)
model.i_v = Set(initialize=init_i_v)
## PARAMETERS ##
# DSO Flexibility request
model.dso_up = Param(model.t, initialize=init_dso_up, within=NonNegativeReals)
#Shiftable load parameters
model.p_load_v = Param(model.l_v, initialize=init_p_load_v, 
within=NonNegativeReals)
model.w_load_v = Param(model.t*model.l_v, initialize=init_w_load_v, 
within=NonNegativeReals)
model.t_start_v = Param(model.i_v*model.l_v, initialize=init_t_start_v, 
within=NonNegativeIntegers)
model.t_end_v = Param(model.i_v*model.l_v, initialize=init_t_end_v, 
within=NonNegativeIntegers)
model.e_min_v = Param(model.l_v, initialize=init_e_min_v, 
within=NonNegativeReals)#************
model.e_max_v = Param(model.l_v, initialize=init_e_max_v, 
within=NonNegativeReals)#************
model.k_aux_v = Param (model.i_v,model.l_v,model.t, initialize = k_aux_dict, 
within=NonNegativeReals)
### DECISION VARIABLES ###
def omega_bound(model,t,l_v):  #function to define upper bound of omega 
    return (0,model.e_max_v[l_v])
model.omega_load_v = Var(model.t,model.l_v,within=NonNegativeReals, bounds = 
omega_bound)
model.tau_load = Var(model.i_v*model.l_v) 
model.rho_load = Var(model.i_v*model.l_v,within=NonNegativeReals)
                                                    
### OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ###
#Cost for shifting volume load
def objective_function(model): 
    
    shiftable_volume_loads = sum(sum(model.p_load_v[l_v]*model.rho_load[i,l_v] 
for l_v in model.l_v) for i in model.i_v)
    return shiftable_volume_loads         
      
model.objective= Objective(rule=objective_function, sense=minimize)
### CONSTRAINTS ###
#DSO request
def regulation_request(model, t):
    
    if model.dso_up[t] > 0:
        return sum(model.w_load_v[t,l_v]-model.omega_load_v[t,l_v] for l_v in 
model.l_v) >= model.dso_up[t]
    else:
        return Constraint.Skip
    
model.regulation_request = Constraint(model.t, rule=regulation_request)
#Sum of energy volume delivered to the load unit must equal the sum of the 
baseline forecast consumption
def ensure_baseline_forecast(model,l_v,i):
    
    start_of_range = min(model.t_start_v[i,l_v],len(model.t))
    end_of_range = min(model.t_end_v[i,l_v],len(model.t))
    rule= sum(model.omega_load_v[t,l_v] for t in 
list(range(start_of_range,end_of_range))) == sum(model.w_load_v[t,l_v] for t in 
list(range(start_of_range,end_of_range)))
    return rule
model.ensure_baseline_forecast = Constraint(model.l_v,model.i_v, 
rule=ensure_baseline_forecast)
#GDP model (Disjunct(omega_on) OR Disjunct(omega_off)):
def omega_on(disjunct,l_v,t):
    
    m = disjunct.model()
    disjunct.omega_limit = Constraint(expr = m.e_min_v[l_v]<= 
m.omega_load_v[t,l_v] <= m.e_max_v[l_v])
        
model.omega_on= Disjunct(model.l_v, model.t, rule = omega_on)
def omega_off(disjunct,l_v,t):
    
    m = disjunct.model()
    disjunct.omega_limit = Constraint(expr = m.omega_load_v[t,l_v] == 0)
        
model.omega_off= Disjunct(model.l_v, model.t, rule = omega_off)
def omega_disjunction(disjunct,l_v,t):
    
    m = disjunct.model()
    return [m.omega_on[l_v,t], m.omega_off[l_v,t]]
model.bind_gen = Disjunction (model.l_v, model.t, rule = omega_disjunction)
#Weighted average delay
def weighted_average_delay(model,l_v,i):
    
    start_of_range = min(model.t_start_v[i,l_v],len(model.t))
    end_of_range = min(model.t_end_v[i,l_v],len(model.t))
    return model.tau_load[i,l_v] == 
(sum(((model.omega_load_v[t,l_v]-model.w_load_v[t,l_v])*model.k_aux_v[i,l_v,t]) 
for t in list(range(start_of_range,end_of_range))))/(sum(model.w_load_v[t,l_v] 
for t in list(range(start_of_range,end_of_range))))
model.weighted_average_delay = Constraint(model.l_v,model.i_v,rule = 
weighted_average_delay)
def rho_constraint_1(model,i,l_v):
    
    return (model.rho_load[i,l_v] >=  model.tau_load[i,l_v])  
    
model.rho_constraint_1 = Constraint(model.i_v, model.l_v,rule = 
rho_constraint_1)
def rho_constraint_2(model,i,l_v):
    
    return (model.rho_load[i,l_v] >=  - model.tau_load[i,l_v])  
    
model.rho_constraint_2 = Constraint(model.i_v, model.l_v,rule = 
rho_constraint_2)
#___________________________________________________________
    # RUNNING MODEL
#___________________________________________________________
instance = model.create_instance()
#This transforms the GDP model into a MI(N)LP model
xfrm = TransformationFactory('gdp.bigm')
xfrm.apply_to(instance)
#now the problem can be solved by GLPK Solver
opt = pyomo.opt.SolverFactory("glpk")
instance.write('junk.lp',io_options={'symbolic_solver_labels':True})
results = opt.solve(instance, tee=True)
results.write()
print(results)
"""
Created on Mon Apr  9 10:44:34 2018
@author: Sara
"""
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
' This function returns the t_aux vector, necessary for the weighted average 
constraint '
def k_aux_function(k_aux, t_start, t_end, v_start,v_end, init_t, l, init_i):
    
    
    for l_v in l:
        for i in init_i:
            
            # Values
            a = v_start - t_start
            b = 0
    
                        
            for t in init_t:
                
                
                if t >= t_start[l_v][i] and t < v_start[l_v][i]:
                    
                    k_aux [l_v][t][i] = a [l_v][i]
                    a[l_v][i] = a[l_v][i] - 1
                    
                if t >= v_start[l_v][i] and t < v_end[l_v][i]: 
                    
                    # during w load time, t aux is set to 0 (no additional cost)
                    k_aux [l_v][t][i] = 0
            
            
                if t >= v_end[l_v][i] and t < t_end[l_v][i]:
                    
                    k_aux[l_v][t][i] = 1 + b
                    b = b + 1
                    
                    
                else:
                    
                    #if t is not between t_start and t_end, nothing happens
                    pass
                    
                   
    
    return k_aux
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Appendix B
Specific model for DSO flexibility
Services. Results
This section exposes the mathematical formulation of the DSO flexibility service. In this de-
scription, the DSO requests flexibility to the aggregator. The end-users are active market
traders, deciding on their flexibility prices, depending on the degree of comfort they are will-
ing to sacrifice. All Local Flexibility Market (LFM) participants must have a contract with the
aggregator.
According to the energy matrix proposed by Kok [19], the DSO flexibility service is a Central-
ized Optimization, which means that local decisions are made centrally and communications
are two ways. Here, a complex optimization engine (Central Aggregator Platform) oversees all
flexible demand and supply in the Local Energy Community (LEC) under consideration. This
aggregator platform must facilitate all processes associated with creating an on-line community
of consumers, prosumers and producers. [34]
B.1 DSO objective function
The objective is to minimize the aggregator operational cost of meeting DSO flexibility request.
LFM contract is an Aggregator-DSO type, which defines the information shared, schedule, re-
sponsibilities of each partner and the rewards for each service provided by the aggregator. The
objective function is going to be decomposed in all the different prices for a better understand-
ing. Prices can be static; in other words, they can be the same for every single period:
• Battery flexibility costs:
* Pb,cht,g · σcht,b : Cost of charging battery unit b ∈ B during period t ∈ T.
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FIGURE B.1: The energy management matrix: the four main categories of smart
grid [19].
* Pb,dist,g · σdist,b : Cost of discharging battery unit b ∈ B during period t ∈ T.
• Generation flexibility costs:
* Pgen,dt,g · (Wgen,dt,g − ψgen,dt,g ) ≡ Pgen,dt,g · χgen,dt,g : Cost of disconnecting generation output of
the unit g ∈ Gd during period t ∈ T.
* Pgen,rt,g · (Wgen,rt,g − ψgen,rt,g ) ≡ Pgen,rt,g · χgen,rt,g : Cost of reducing generation output of the
unit g ∈ Gr during period t ∈ T.
• Load flexibility costs:
* Pload,dt,l · (δstart,dt,l + δrun,dt,l ): Cost of disconnecting the curtailable load unit l ∈ Ld during
period t ∈ T.
* Pload,rt,l · (δstart,rt,l + δrun,rt,l ): Cost of reducing the consume of the curtailable load unit
l ∈ Lr during period t ∈ T.
* Pload,pt,l · γi,l,n · n: Cost of shifting the entire baseline of the shiftable profile load unit
l ∈ Lp.
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* Pload,vt,l · ρloadi,l : Cost of shifting volume from load unit l ∈ Lv.
The following objective function (Equation B.1) is the summation of all the previous costs. It
aims to minimize the total cost for the aggregator to meet the DSO request of flexibility; it also
reflects the financial retributions to flexible asset owners:
min ζ = ∑
t∈T
( ∑
g∈Gr
Pgen,rt,g · (Wgen,rt,g − ψgen,rt,g ) + ∑
g∈Gd
Pgen,dt,g · (Wgen,dt,g − ψgen,dt,g ) + ∑
b∈B
(Pb,cht,b · σcht,b + Pb,dist,b · σdist,b )
+ ∑
l∈Lr
Pload,rt,l · (δstart,rt,l + δrun,rt,l )) + ∑
i∈Ip
∑
l∈Lp
Tend,pi,l −V
end,p
i,l
∑
n=0
Pload,pt,l · γi,l,n · n + ∑
i∈Iv
∑
l∈Lv
Pload,vt,l · ρloadi,l
(B.1)
B.2 DSO request constraints
In this section the DSO flexibility constraints are exposed. It has been chosen to separate the
DSO request constraints in two different ones: up regulation constraint and down regulation
constraint. This will make bounds less tight. DSO can not apply for up and down regulation
in the same period.
B.2.1 DSO down regulation
Downward regulation means decreasing generation or increasing demand. Battery charging
and both kinds of generation are included in down regulation constraint:
Down Regulationt = ∑
b∈B
σcht,b + ∑
g∈Gr
(Wgen,rt,g − ψgen,rt,g ) + ∑
g∈Gd
(Wgen,dt,g − ψgen,dt,g ) (B.2)
B.2.2 DSO up regulation
Upward regulation is defined as increasing generation or decreasing demand. Battery dis-
charging and loads are included in up regulation. Loads can provide down regulation as well,
as a consequence of moving baseline profile.
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Up Regulationt = ∑
b∈B
σdist,b + ∑
l∈Lp
(W load,pt,l −ωload,pt,l ) + ∑
l∈Lv
(W load,vt,g −ωload,vt,g )+
∑
v∈Vv
(Wevt,g −ωevt,g) + ∑
l∈Ld
W load,dt,g · (δstart,dt,l + δrun,dt,l ) + ∑
l∈Lr
W load,rt,g · (δstart,rt,l + δrun,rt,l )
(B.3)
B.2.3 DSO regulation Constraints
The DSO request input is divided in two positive parameters: DSO DownRequestt and DSO UpRequestt.
All of them depend on the period t ∈ T. Flexibility should at least match that request.
DSO DownRequestt ≤ DownRegulationt −UpRegulationt (B.4)
DSO UpRequestt ≤ UpRegulationt − DownRegulationt (B.5)
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Appendix C
HEMS performance results for case
study 2
In the present Appendix, individual prosumer optimization results from case study 2 are shown:
energy purchased to the grid (case study 2.1 and case study 2.2) and energy sold back to the
grid (study case 2.2). Since there is a lot of data represented in just one chart, a full page is used
to print each of the three figures.
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